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NOMINATION OF ROBERT M. GATES TO BE
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLI-
GENCE

THURSDAY, APRIL 10, 1986

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,

Washington, DC
The select committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:02 p.m., in

room SH-219, Hart Senate Office Building, Hon. Dave Durenberger
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Durenberger, Cohen, Murkowski, Specter,
Hecht, McConnell, Leahy, Nunn, Boren, and Bradley.

Also present: Bernard McMahon, staff director; Gary Chase,
chief counsel; Eric Newsom, minority staff director; Daniel Finn,
minority counsel; Dorthea Roberson, clerk of the committee; and
members of the staff.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN DURENBERGER
The CHAIRMAN. This afternoon's hearing is for the purpose of

confirming Mr. Robert Gates as Deputy Director of Central Intelli-
gence. I would first like to welcome Mr. Gates and also to welcome
his wife Becky, who I think is in the rear of the room or here some-
where. It's a pleasure to have you here, Mr. Gates. I would like to
thank Bob in advance for the complete and very candid responses
he has provided to our written questions.

This hearing is of the essence of the oversight responsibility
which this committee exercises over the intelligence process in this
country. The effectiveness of national intelligence in support of the
policymakers, the conformance of intelligence activity with the law
and the wise expenditure of funds invested in collection, analysis,
and operation are dependent in the final analysis on the leadership
at the top of the intelligence structure. Today the committee will
vote on Bob Gates' qualification to assume that mantle of leader-
ship. Mr. Gates comes before us with a distinguished record of per-
formance, a record which led Mr. Casey to select him for this im-
portant task. But we do not base our judgment on past achieve-
ments alone we must assess Mr. Gates ability to perform an en-
tirely new and challenging role. It is his future record which will
help set the tone of the operations of the intelligence community in
the years to come. And the intelligence community is, perhaps, at
the most important crossroads in its history. On the one hand, the
demand for intelligence has never been greater and on the other,
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the collection of intelligence has never been more difficult-and
the resources available never more strained.

Not only will Mr. Gates be responsible for providing direction to
the community as they face these challenges, he'll be held account-
able for the outcome.

I know we will all have questions for Mr. Gates to help make our
individual assessments. But, before we start, I would like to com-
ment on just one unique aspect of Mr. Gates' new duties which re-
lates specifically to this committee.

Mr. Gates, you are a professional intelligence officer. Your career
has extended over many administrations-Republican and Demo-
crat-and you have provided the intelligence to support a spectrum
of policies-some good, some bad, some in effect now that are dif-
ferent from ones which were followed before. Your success as a pro-
fessional has been built upon your integrity-your ability to speak
the truth-to state the facts as you know them regardless of the
political environment that existed around you, and that is the
strength of all professional intelligence officers-and the particular
strength you bring to the position as Deputy Director. This commit-
tee must rely on you to provide us with the same straightforward,
uninhibited professional advice, judgment and facts in the future
that you have, others and us, in the past. We expect you to be loyal
to this administration, this administration you serve, but we also
demand that you maintain your professional integrity above that
loyalty. This is your responsibility to your country-and under the
law-to its Congress. You must understand at the outset that your
acceptance of this important position of leadership brings with it
an accountability to us and to the American people-as well as to
the administration you serve.

I'll yield at this time to my vice chairman, Pat Leahy.

OPENING STATEMENT OF VICE CHAIRMAN LEAHY
Senator LEAHY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I join with you in

welcoming Dr. Gates to this hearing on his nomination to be
Deputy Director of Central Intelligence and I'm also pleased that
Mrs. Gates can be here as well. It may be your one chance, Mrs.
Gates, to see the room that he'll probably be spending far more
time than he wants to in, and you 11 probably know the days he's
been in this room by his reaction when he gets home at the end of
the day.

We should also give a special welcome to the public, who seldom
have an opportunity to attend a hearing of the Intelligence Com-
mittee. After you have been through this hearing you may also
count your blessings in that regard and be glad that it might be
another few years before an open hearing.

The room in which we are meeting today is a special secure facil-
ity that symbolizes the commitment of the Senate to be kept fully
and currently informed of intelligence activities under the law, and
also to respect the secrecy of intelligence sources and methods.

IMPORTANCE OF INTELLIGENCE
No one can doubt the enormous importance of intelligence to

preserving U.S. national security. Timely and accurate intelligence
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is essential on the full range of foreign policy and military topics.
Aside from the traditional intelligence focus on the military devel-
opments, the Soviet Union and arms control, key subjects of cur-
rent concern include responsibility for international terrorism, and
espionage against United States military operations and technolo-
gy, and developments in the Third World.

The national intelligence budget, which of course is classified,
has regularly received strong support in Congress. Under the lead-
ership of the intelligence oversight committees, Congress has ap-
proved increases in the intelligence budget that have exceeded
even the rise in military expenditures.

The budget cuts that will affect Federal programs across the
board will undoubtedly affect the intelligence community. Also, the
intelligence budget is part of the defense budget. There will be an
inevitable tendency for program managers in the Pentagon to try
to protect their own weapons programs, and even start new ones,
often at the expense of intelligence programs.

I believe I speak for all the members of this committee in saying
that intelligence programs should receive special protection from
the full reductions that are expected in the defense budget. Intelli-
gence is a force multiplier for military operations. It more than
pays for itself. There's no sense in building new weapons if you
can't detect and assess enemy threats, or even identify targets
during crises.

Defending the intelligence budget from unwarranted cuts is diffi-
cult, however, because it is virtually all classified. Public appeals
can't be made to overcome bureaucratic special interests as they
are in other items that are public and included in the defense
budget.

A key element in preserving intelligence programs, and in main-
taining public understanding and support for intelligence, is con-
gressional oversight of intelligence activities.

When the Select Committee on Intelligence and its counterpart
in the House were created, the intelligence community was reeling
from public disclosures of serious abuses and illegalities in the con-
duct of certain intelligence programs.

Since that time, the intelligence oversight committees have
played a key role in assuring the public that classified intelligence
activities were being carefully overseen and properly conducted.
Oversight has benefited from the attitude of administrations that
have been more sensitive to past abuses. As elected representatives
of the people, members of the intelligence committees are uniquely
situated both to review sensitive matters and deal with public con-
cerns.

The gravest danger facing intelligence is that intelligence stud-
ies, or even intelligence operations, may become influenced by
policy or even political influences.

Every effort must be made to see that intelligence reports and
analyses are not made into props for policymakers. Intelligence has
to be completely objective.

Even more damaging to the reputation of intelligence agencies is
asking them to conduct foreign policy. Covert action is a specialized
tool that is handled by Congress through the Intelligence Commit-
tees. Neither the intelligence community nor ultimately the over-
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sight committees can bear the weight of highly publicized oper-
ations, which have really been used as a substitute for foreign
policy.

And finally, recent months-and even days-have seen a con-
tinuing series of leaks derived from the most sensitive intelligence
sources. Many times the information that has appeared in the
press about intelligence has not only been earlier, but even more
complete than that sent on official notice to this committee. It's
also clear that all or nearly all such leaks of sensitive information
have originated at various levels in the executive branch.

I am concerned, Mr. Chairman, that this is something that seems
to escalate from administration to administration. I've served here
now with three administrations. I thought the problem was bad in
the first one; I thought it got a lot worse in the second; but the
problem of leaks has never been so severe as it is today. This prob-
lem is so serious that it threatens the integrity of the classification
system and the entire foundation of intelligence.

The hearing today on Dr. Gates' nomination as Deputy Director
of Central Intelligence is an excellent opportunity for a fuller
public discussion of these issues. I might say personally that I have
enjoyed working with Dr. Gates. I appreciate his candor in our
meetings. I think that we are fortunate to have people of his cali-
ber in the Government.

The CHAIRMAN. Before I call on our colleagues to see if they have
any opening statements, out of deference to our colleague from Vir-
ginia, I would like to ask if there are any remarks he would like to
make on Mr. Gates' behalf.

Senator WARNER. Yes.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR WARNER, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF VIRGINIA

Senator WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. There are several
votes here; I wish you'dkeep them here as we go on.

It is with particular pleasure that I present to the committee Bob
Gates, a man you already know as an outstanding professional in-
telligence officer.

I also want to welcome to the Senate this afternoon his wife,
Becky, who has been introduced by the chairman.

Bob is to be congratulated on having received the President's
nomination to serve as the Deputy Director of Central Intelligence,
clear evidence of the President's confidence in him.

This confidence, I am sure, results from his success in an impres-
sive variety of positions since he joined the Central Intelligence
Agency 20 years ago. Dr. Gates has worked as an intelligence ana-
lyst, specializing on the Soviet Union and on arms control issues.
He served at the National Security Council under three Presidents.

Since January 1982, as Deputy Director for Intelligence, Bob
Gates has been responsible for the analysis and production of all
finished intelligence done by the CIA.

And, for the last 31 months, as Chairman of the National Intelli-
gence Council, he has overseen the preparation of all national in-
telligence estimates as well.
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This varied experience has given Bob Gates a keen understand-
ing of the complexity of the problems associated with the collec-
tion, production, and use of finished intelligence.

As a close adviser to the Director for 5 years now, and a senior
manager of CIA, he is also familiar with other aspects of intelli-
gence.

Such experience has equipped him to deal effectively with the
critical issues and challenges that face the United States and the
intelligence community now and in the years to come.

He is undoubtedly well qualified to assume the sensitive and im-
portant position of Deputy Director of CIA.

As the chairman is aware, Bob Gates is the recipient of the Intel-
ligence Medal of Merit and the Arthur S. Fleming Award, which is
presented annually to the 10 most outstanding men and women in
Federal service.

And so, Mr. Chairman, it is with great pleasure that I present
him to the committee as an experienced intelligence professsional,
as a distinguished citizen of Virginia, and as a distinguished Amer-
ican.

I thank the Chair.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Do any of the members of

the committee have opening statements? Chic Hecht.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR HECHT

Senator HECHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. No statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Arlen Specter.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SPECTER

Senator SPECTER. Mr. Chairman, just a word or two. I join in the
welcome for Mr. Gates. I was pleased to note in his prepared state-
ment a comment about encouraging the oversight process. From
time to time there tends to be some questions as to whether the
CIA is receptive to the work of the Intelligence Committees-this
committee specifically. I personally believe that oversight is very
important and I'm glad to see Mr. Gates start off with an affirma-
tion of that approach because I think that this committee does
have an important role in a cooperative sense to assist the CIA in
enhaning the intelligence capabilities. I also take note that you
have specified the assistance which the committee can give in pro-
viding protection, where appropriate, from unfounded accusations
against the CIA. I welcome you here and I'm glad to see the posi-
tive approach that you've taken in your opening statement. Thank
you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Bill Cohen.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR COHEN

Senator COHEN. I have no statement, Mr. Chairman, other than
to welcome Mr. Gates.

The CHAIRMAN. Mitch McConnell.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR McCONNELL
Senator MCCONNELL. I would just like to say, Mr. Chairman, that

I think the President has made an inspired choice here, and I'm
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pleased at Bob's nomination. I look forward to hearing Bob this
afternoon.

The CIAIRMAN. At this point I will, without objection, include in
the record the background and financial disclosure statement filed
with the committee by the nominee pursuant to Committee Rule
5.6. And I will also insert for inclusion in the appropriate part of
the record a report from the Director of the Office of Government
Ethics and again without objection any letters that might have
been received in support or in opposition to the nominee.
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR COMPLETION BY PRESIDENTIAL NOMINEES

PART A - BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

1. NAME: Robert Michael Gates

2. DATE AND PLACE OF BIRTH: 9-25-43 -- Wichita, Kansas

3. MARITAL STATUS: Married

4. SPOUSE'S NAME: Rebecca Wilkie Gates

5. SPOUSE'S MAIDEN NAME IF APPLICABLE: n/a

6. NAMES AND AGES OF CHILDREN:

Name Age

Eleanor Marie

Bradley Robert

10

5)

7. EDUCATION SINCE HIGH SCHOOL:

INSTITUTION DATES
ATTENDED

College of William & Mary 1961-65

Indiana University 1965-66

Georgetown University 1969-74

DEGREE
RECEIVED

BA

MA

PhD

DATE OF
DEGREE

1965 _

1966

1974
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8. EMPLOYMENT RECORD (LIST ALL POSITIONS HELD SINCE COLLEGE,

INCLUDING MILITARY SERVICE. INDICATE NAME OF EMPLOYER,
POSITION TITLE OR DESCRIPTION, LOCATION, AND DATES OF

EMPLOYMENT):
DATES OF

EMPLOYER POSITION/TITLE LOCATION EMPLOYMENT

(SEE ATTACHED)

9. GOVERNMENT EXPERIENCE (INDICATE EXPERIENCE IN OR ASSOCIATION
WITH FEDERAL, STATE OR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, INCLUDING ADVISORY,

CONSULTATIVE, HONORARY OR OTHER PART-TIME SERVICE OR POSITION.

DO NOT REPEAT INFORMATION ALREADY PROVIDED IN ANSWER TO QUESTION

8):

Williamsburg, VA School Bus Driver Williamsburg, VA 1963-65

Public Schools (part-time when student)

State of Kansaa Grain Inspector Wichita, Kansas 1961

Grain Inspection Department (Su=er job)

Wichita, Kansas Laborer Wichita, Kansas 1962-65

Parks Commission (Summer job)
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10. HONORS AND AWARDS (PROVIDE INFORMATION ON SCHOLARSHIPS,
FELLOWSHIPS, HONORARY DEGREES, MILITARY DECORATIONS,
CIVILIAN SERVICE CITATIONS, OR ANY OTHER SPECIAL RECOGNITION
FOR OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE OR ACHIEVEMENT):

Admiral Cary T. Grayson Scholarship 1961-65
College of William and Mary

Richard Lee Morton Scholarship 1964-65
Honors in History
College of William and Mary

Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medal 1965
presented by William and Mary to graduating
senior who has made greatest contribution to fellow man

Arthur S. Flemming Award (to 10 most outstanding young people 1978
in Federal Service - by Jaycees)

Intelligence Medal of Merit 1981
11. ORGANIZATIONAL AFFILIATIONS (LIST MEMBERSHIPS IN AND OFFICES:

HELD WITHIN THE LAST TEN YEARS IN ANY PROFESSIONAL, CIVIC,
FRATERNAL, BUSINESS, SCHOLARLY, CULTURAL, CHARITABLE OR OTHER
SIMILAR ORGANIZATIONS):

ORGANIZATION OFFICE HELD DATES

Council on Foreign Relations none 1982 - present

12. PUBLISHED WRITINGS AND SPEECHES (LIST THE TITLES, PUBLISHERS, AND
PUBLICATION DATES OF ANY BOOKS, ARTICLES, REPORTS OR OTHER
PUBLISHED MATERIALS YOU HAVE AUTHORED. ALSO LIST THE TITLES OF
ANY PUBLIC SPEECHES YOU HAVE MADE WITHIN THE LAST 10 YEARS FOR
WHICH THERE IS A TEXT OR TRANSCRIPT. TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE,
PLEASE PROVIDE A COPY OF EACH SUCH PUBLICATION, TEXT OR TRANSCRIPT:

1. "An Opportunity Unfulfilled -- The Use and Perceptions of Intelligence Analysis
at the White House" (SECRET); Studies in Intelligence, 1980.

2. "The Soviet Threat"; Speech at 50th Session of Military Operations Research
Society, March 1983.

3. "Improving CIA Analysis"; Washington Post, 12 December 1984.

4. "CIA and the University"; Speech at Harvard University, 13 February 1986.
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PART B - QUALIFICATIONS AND REFERENCES

13. QUALIFICATIONS (DESCRIBE WHY YOU BELIEVE YOU ARE QUALIFIED
TO SERVE IN THE POSITION FOR WHICH YOU HAVE BEEN NOMINATED):

(SEE ATTACHED)

14. REFERENCES (PROVIDE THE NAMES AND BUSINESS ADDRESSES AND
TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF FIVE INDIVIDUALS WHOM YOU BELIEVE ARE

IN A POSITION TO COMMENT ON YOUR QUALIFICATIONS TO SERVE IN

THE POSITION FOR WHICH YOU HAVE BEEN NOMINATED. INCLUDE
THREE INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE KNOW YOU FOR AT LEAST FIVE YEARS):

BUS INESS BUSINESS YEARS

NAME ADDRESS TELEPHONE KNOWN

Central Intelligence Agency

Richard J. Kerr Washington, D.C. 20505 351-5454 5

4501 Crest Lane

John Bross McLean, VA 22101 524-0264 5

1800 K St ., N.W.
Suite 624

Zbigniew Brzezinski Washington. D.C. 20006 833-2408 9

350 Park Avenue

Lawrence Eagleburger 26th (212) 759-7919 6

Research Institute of America, Inc.
589 Fifth Avenue

Leo Cherne New Y Mk v nnl7 (212) 755-2944 5
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PART C - POLITICAL AND FOREIGN AFFILIATIONS

15. POLITICAL ACTIVITIES (LIST ANY MEMBERSHIPS OR OFFICES HELD
IN OR FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS OR SERVICES RENDERED TO, ANY
POLITICAL PARTY, ELECTION COMMITTEE, POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE,
OR INDIVIDUAL CANDIDATE DURING THE LAST TEN YEARS):

None.

16. CANDIDACY FOR PUBLIC OFFICE (FURNISH DETAILS OF ANY CANDIDACY
FOR ELECTIVE PUBLIC OFFICE):

None.

17. FOREIGN AFFILIATIONS

NOTE: QUESTIONS 17 A AND B ARE NOT LIMITED TO RELATIONSHIPS
REQUIRING REGISTRATION UNDER THE FOREIGN AGENTS
REGISTRATION ACT. QUESTIONS 17 A, B AND C DO NOT CALL
FOR A POSITIVE RESPONSE IF THE REPRESENTATION OR
TRANSACTION WAS AUTHORIZED BY THE UNITED STATES GOVERN-
MENT IN CONNECTION WITH YOUR OR YOUR SPOUSE'S EMPLOYMENT
IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE.

A. HAVE YOU OR YOUR SPOUSE EVER REPRESENTED IN ANY CAPACITY
(E.G., EMPLOYEE, ATTORNEY, BUSINESS, OR POLITICAL ADVISER

No.
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OR CONSULTANT), WITH OR WITHOUT COMPENSATION, A FOREIGN
GOVERNMENT OR AN ENTITY CONTROLLED BY A FOREIGN GOVERNMENT?
IF SO, PLEASE FULLY DESCRIBE SUCH RELATIONSHIP.

No.

B. IF YOU OR YOUR SPOUSE HAS EVER BEEN FORMALLY ASSOCIATED
WITH A LAW, ACCOUNTING, PUBLIC RELATIONS FIRM OR OTHER
SERVICE ORGANIZATION, HAVE ANY OF YOUR OR YOUR SPOUSE'S
ASSOCIATES REPRESENTED, IN ANY CAPACITY, WITH OR WITHOUT
COMPENSATION, A FOREIGN GOVERNMENT OR AN ENTITY CONTROLLED
BY A FOREIGN GOVERNMENT? IF SO, PLEASE FULLY DESCRIBE
SUCH RELATfONSHIP.

No.

C. DURING THE PAST TEN YEARS HAVE YOU OR YOUR SPOUSE RECEIVED
ANY COMPENSATION FROM, OR BEEN INVOLVED IN ANY FINANCIAL
OR BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS WITH, A FOREIGN GOVERNMENT OR AN
ENTITY CONTROLLED BY A FOREIGN GOVERNMENT? IF SO, PLEASE
FURNISH DETAILS.

No.

D. HAVE YOU OR YOUR SPOUSE EVER REGISTERED UNDER THE FOREIGN
AGENTS REGISTRATION ACT? IF SO, PLEASE FURNISH DETAILS.

No.

18. DESCRIBE ANY LOBBYING ACTIVITY DURING THE PAST TEN YEARS, OTHER
THAN IN AN OFFICIAL U.S. GOVERNMENT CAPACITY, IN WHICH YOU OR
YOUR SPOUSE HAVE ENGAGED FOR THE PURPOSE OF DIRECTLY OR
INDIRECTLY INFLUENCING THE PASSAGE, DEFEAT OR MODIFICATION OF

None.

59-941 0 - 86 - 2
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LEGISLATION AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT, OR FOR THE PURPOSE
OF AFFECTING THE ADMINISTRATION AND EXECUTION OF NATIONAL LAW OR
PUBLIC POLICY.

PART D - FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST

19. DESCRIBE ANY EMPLOYMENT, BUSINESS RELATIONSHIP, FINANCIAL TRANS-
ACTION, INVESTMENT, ASSOCIATION OR ACTIVITY (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, DEALINGS WITH THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ON YOUR OWN
BEHALF OR ON BEHALF OF A CLIENT), WHICH COULD CREATE, OR APPEAR
TO CREATE, A CONFLICT OF INTEREST IN THE POSITION TO WHICH YOU
HAVE BEEN NOMINATED.

None.

20. DO YOU INTEND TO SEVER ALL BUSINESS CONNECTIONS WITH YOUR
PRESENT EMPLOYERS, FIRMS, BUSINESS ASSOCIATES AND/OR PARTNER-
SHIPS OR OTHER ORGANIZATIONS IN THE EVENT THAT YOU ARE CONFIRMED
BY THE SENATE? IF NOT, PLEASE EXPLAIN.

I have no such business connections.
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21. DESCRIBE THE FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS YOU HAVE MADE OR PLAN
TO MAKE, IF YOU ARE CONFIRMED, IN CONNECTION WITH SEVERANCE
FROM YOUR CURRENT POSITION. PLEASE INCLUDE SEVERANCE PAY,
PENSION RIGHTS, STOCK OPTIONS, DEFERRED INCOME ARRANGEMENTS,
AND ANY AND ALL COMPENSATION THAT WILL OR MIGHT BE RECEIVED
IN THE FUTURE AS A RESULT OF YOUR CURRENT BUSINESS OR
PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS.

I have no such financial arrangements.

22. DO YOU HAVE ANY PLANS, COMMITMENTS OR AGREEMENTS TO PURSUE
OUTSIDE EMPLOYMENT, WITH OR WITHOUT COMPENSATION, DURING
YOUR SERVICE WITH THE GOVERNMENT? IF SO, PLEASE FURNISH
DETAILS.

No.

23. AS FAR AS CAN BE FORESEEN, STATE YOUR PLANS AFTER
COMPLETING GOVERNMENT SERVICE. PLEASE SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBE
ANY AGREEMENTS OR UNDERSTANDINGS, WRITTEN OR UNWRITTEN,
CONCERNING EMPLOYMENT AFTER LEAVING GOVERNMENT SERVICE. IN
PARTICULAR, DESCRIBE ANY AGREEMENTS, UNDERSTANDINGS OR OPTIONS
TO RETURN TO YOUR CURRENT POSITION.

No present plans; no agreements, understandings or options.
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24. IF YOU ARE PRESENTLY IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE, DURING THE PAST
FIVE YEARS OF SUCH SERVICE, HAVE YOU RECEIVED FROM A PERSON
OUTSIDE OF GOVERNMENT AN OFFER OR EXPRESSION OF INTEREST TO
EMPLOY YOUR SERVICES AFTER YOU LEAVE GOVERNMENT SERVICE?

Yes -- asked to be candidate for Director, Houston Area Research Center. (1984)
Another candidate selected.

Offered position as Deputy Managing Director, International Research and
Information Service. (1981) I turned down the offer.

25. IS YOUR SPOUSE EMPLOYED? IF THE NATURE OF THIS EMPLOYMENT IS
RELATED IN ANY WAY TO THE POSITION FOR WHICH YOU ARE SEEKING
CONFIRMATION,,PLEASE INDICATE YOUR SPOUSE'S EMPLOYER, THE
POSITION AND THE LENGTH OF TIME THE POSITION HAS BEEN HELD.
IF YOUR SPOUSE'S EMPLOYMENT IS NOT RELATED TO THE POSITION
TO WHICH YOU HAVE BEEN NOMINATED, PLEASE SO STATE.

Yes -- Her employment with Northern Virginia Community College is
not related in any way to the position to which I have been nominated.

26. LIST BELOW ALL CORPORATIONS, PARTNERSHIPS, FOUNDATIONS, TRUSTS,
OR OTHER ENTITIES TOWARD WHICH YOU OR YOUR SPOUSE HAVE FIDUCIARY
OBLIGATIONS OR IN WHICH YOU OR YOUR SPOUSE HAVE HELD DIRECTOR-
SHIPS OR OTHER POSITONS OF TRUST DURING THE PAST FIVE YEARS.

SELF OR
NAME OF ENTITY POSITION DATES HELD SPOUSE

None.
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27. LIST ALL GIFTS EXCEEDING $500 IN VALUE RECEIVED DURING THE

PAST FIVE YEARS BY YOU, YOUR SPOUSE, OR YOUR DEPENDENTS.

GIFTS RECEIVED FROM RELATIVES AND GIFTS GIVEN TO A SPOUSE

OR DEPENDENT TOTALLY INDEPENDENT OF THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO

YOU NEED NOT BE INCLUDED.

None.

28. LIST ALL SECURITIES, REAL PROPERTY, PARTNERSHIP INTERESTS,
OR OTHER INVESTMENTS OR RECEIVABLES WITH A CURRENT MARKET

VALUE (OR, IF MARKET VALUE IS NOT ASCERTAINABLE, ESTIMATED

CURRENT FAIR VALUE) IN EXCESS OF $1,000. (NOTE: THE

INFORMATION PROVIDED IN RESPONSE TO SCHEDULE A OF THE DIS-

CLOSURE FORMS OF THE OFFICE OF GOVERNMENT ETHICS MAY BE

INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE, PROVIDED THAT CURRENT VALUATIONS
ARE USED.)

DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY VALUE METHOD OF VALUATION

See Schedule A of Form 278.

29. LIST ALL LOANS, MORTGAGES, OR OTHER INDEBTEDNESS (INCLUDING ANY

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES) IN EXCESS OF $10,000. (NOTE: THE

INFORMATION PROVIDED IN RESPONSE TO SCHEDULE D OF THE DISCLOSURE

FORM OF THE OFFICE OF GOVERNMENT ETHICS MAY BE INCORPORATED BY

REFERENCE, PROVIDED THAT CONTINGENT LIABILITIES ARE ALSO INCLUDED.)

NATURE OF OBLIGATION NAME OF OBLIGEE AMOUNT

See Schedule C of Form 278.

(Mortgage on personal residence held by Perpetual American FSB in
the amount of $95,000.)
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30. ARE YOU OR YOUR SPOUSE NOW IN DEFAULT ON ANY LOAN, DEBT OR
OTHER FINANCIAL OBLIGATION? HAVE YOU OR YOUR SPOUSE BEEN
IN DEFAULT ON ANY LOAN, DEBT OR OTHER FINANCIAL OBLIGATION
IN THE PAST TEN YEARS? IF THE ANSWER TO EITHER QUESTION IS
YES, PLEASE PROVDE DETAILS.

No.

31. LIST SOURCES AND AMOUNTS OF ALL INCOME RECEIVED DURING THE LAST
FIVE YEARS, INCLUDING ALL SALARIES, FEES, DIVIDENDS, INTEREST,
GIFTS, RENTS, ROYALTIES, PATENTS, HONORARIA, AND OTHER ITEMS
EXCEEDING S500. (IF YOU PREFER TO DO SO, COPIES OF U.S. INCOME
TAX RETURNS FOR THESE YEARS MAY BE SUBSTITUTED HERE, BUT THEIR
SUBMISSION IS NOT REQUIRED.)

Salary

Fees, royalties

Dividends

Interest

Gifts

Rents

Other-exceeding $500

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

50,107* 70,924* 78,738* 79,470* 85,886*

-- 7167.** 501.** 260.** 327.**

* Includes CIA performance award
** Does not include IRA interest accruing.

32. IF ASKED, WOULD YOU PROVIDE THE COMMITTEE WITH COPIES OF YOUR AND
YOUR SPOUSE'S FEDERAL INCOME TAX RETURNS FOR THE PAST THREE YEARS?

Yes.

Todal
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33. HAVE YOUR FEDERAL OR STATE TAX RETURNS BEEN THE SUBJECT OF
ANY AUDIT, INVESTIGATION OR INQUIRY AT ANY TIME? IF SO,
PLEASE PROVIDE DETAILS, INCLUDING THE RESULT OF ANY SUCH
-PROCEEDING.

Virginia State Return (1981). Interest computed incorrectly.
Assessed additional $76.42.

34. ATTACH A SCHEDULE ITEMIZING EACH INDIVIDUAL SOURCE OF INCOME

WHICH EXCEEDS $500. IF YOU ARE AN ATTORNEY, ACCOUNTANT, OR

OTHER PROFESSIONAL, ALSO ATTACH A SCHEDULE LISTING ALL CLIENTS

AND CUSTOMERS WHOM YOU BILLED MORE THAN $500 WORTH OF SERVICES
DURING THE PAST FIVE YEARS.

None.

35. DO YOU INTEND TO PLACE YOUR FINANCIAL HOLDINGS AND THOSE OF

YOUR SPOUSE AND DEPENDENT MEMBERS OF YOUR IMMEDIATE HOUSEHOLD

IN A BLIND TRUST? IF YES, PLEASE FURNISH DETAILS.

No.

36. EXPLAIN HOW YOU WILL RESOLVE ANY ACTUAL OR POTENTIAL CONFLICTS

OF INTEREST THAT MAY BE INDICATED BY YOUR RESPONSE TO THE

QUESTIONS IN THIS PART OR IN PART C (QUESTIONS 15 THRU 35).

N/A
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PART E - ETHICAL MATTERS

37. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN DISCIPLINED OR CITED FOR A BREACH OF ETHICS FOR
UNPROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BY, OR BEEN THE SUBJECT OF A COMPLAINT TO,
ANY COURT, ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY, PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION,
DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL GROUP? IF SO, PRO-
VIDE DETAILS.

No.

38. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN INVESTIGATED, HELD, ARRESTED, OR CHARGED BY ANY
FEDERAL, STATE, OR OTHER LAW ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY FOR VIOLATION OF
ANY FEDERAL, STATE, COUNTY, OR MUNICIPAL LAW, REGULATION, OR
ORDINANCE, OTHER THAN A MINOR TRAFFIC OFFENSE, OR NAMED EITHER AS
A DEFENDANT OR OTHERWISE IN ANY INDICTMENT OR INFORMATION RELATING
TO SUCH VIOLATION? IF SO, PROVIDE DETAILS.

No.

39. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN CONVICTED OF OR ENTERED A PLEA OF GUILTY OR
NOLO CONTENDERE TO ANY CRIMINAL VIOLATION OTHER THAN A MINOR
TRAFFIC OFFENSE? IF SO, PROVIDE DETAILS.

No.

40. ARE YOU PRESENTLY OR HAVE YOU EVER BEEN A PARTY IN INTEREST IN ANY
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY PROCEEDING OR CIVIL LIGIGATION?. IF SO,
PROVIDE DETAILS.

No.
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41. HAVE YOU BEEN INTERVIEWED OR ASKED TO SUPPLY ANY INFORMATION AS

A WITNESS OR OTHERWISE IN CONNECTION WITH ANY CONGRESSIONAL
INVESTIGATION, FEDERAL OR STATE AGENCY PROCEEDING, GRAND JURY

INVESTIGATION, OR CRIMINAL OR CIVIL LITIGATION IN THE PAST TEN

YEARS? IF SO, PROVIDE DETAILS.

Interviewed by FBI and Senate Judiciary Committee during Senate consideration
of Stanley Sporkin to be U.S. District Court Judge. (1985)

Interviewed by staff of Congressional Committee investigating Billy Carter's

association with Libya, specifically regarding actions taken by others as a

result of a memorandum I wrote to Zbigniew Brzezinski urging him to protect
policy interests by preventing Mr. Carter from traveling to Libya. (1980)

(Continued - See Attached)

42. HAS ANY BUSINESS OF WHICH YOU ARE OR WERE AN OFFICER, DIRECTOR

OR PARTNER BEEN A PARTY TO ANY ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY PROCEEDING OR

CRIMINAL OR CIVIL LIGIGATION RELEVANT TO THE POSITION TO WHICH

YOU HAVE BEEN NOMINATED? IF SO, PROVIDE DETAILS. (WITH RESPECT

TO A BUSINESS OF WHICH YOU ARE OR WERE AN OFFICER, YOU NEED ONLY

CONSIDER PROCEEDINGS AND LITIGATION THAT OCCURRED WHILE YOU WERE

AN OFFICER OF THAT BUSINESS.)

No.

PART F - ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

43. DESCRIBE IN YOUR OWN WORDS THE CONCEPT OF CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT

OF U.S. INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES. IN PARTICULAR, CHARACTERIZE
WHAT YOU BELIEVE TO BE THE OBLIGATIONS OF THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL

INTELLIGENCE, THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE, AND

THE INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEES OF THE CONGRESS RESPECTIVELY IN THIS
PROCESS.

(SEE ATTACHED)
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44. DEFINE IN YOUR OWN WORDS THE DUTIES OF THE POSITION TO WHICH
YOU HAVE BEEN NOMINATED.

(SEE ATTACHED)

45. PLEASE ADVISE THE COMMITTEE OF ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION,
FAVORABLE OR UNFAVORABLE, WHICH YOU FEEL SHOULD BE CONSIDERED IN
CONNECTION WITH YOUR NOMINATION.

None.
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8. EMPLOYMENT RECORD (LIST ALL POSITIONS HELD SINCE COLLEGE,
INCLUDING MILITARY SERVICE. INDICATE NAME OF EMPLOYER, POSITION
TITLE OR DESCRIPTION, LOCATION, AND DATES OF EMPLOYMENT):

DATES OF
EMPLOYER POSITION/TITLE LOCATION EMPLOYMENT
CIA Biographic analyst Wash.,D.C. 87/6-10/6

US Air Force Commissioned Officer Wash.,D.C. 10/66-1/68
1st Lt Officer Training School

Lackland AFB, Texas
351st Strategic Missile Wing

Whiteman AFB, Mo. -

US Air Force Analyst, Office of Wash.,D.C. 1/68-1/69
(on detail to CIA) Current Intelligence

CIA Analyst, Office of Wash.,D.C. 1/69-6/71
Current Intelligence

CIA Staff Member, CIA SALT Wash.,D.C. 6/71-11/73
Support Staff/Intelligence Adviser Vienna,Austria

US SALT delegation Geneva, Switzerland

CIA Asst National Intelligence Wash.,D.C. 11/73-6/74
Officer for Strategic Programs

CIA Staff Member for USSR White House 6/74-12/76
(on detail to and Europe,

NSC Staff) National Security Council

CIA Staff Member, Wash.,D.C. 12/76-6/77
Center for Policy Support
Directorate of Intelligence

CIA Special Asst to National White House 6/77-12/79
(on detail to Security Adviser

NSC Staff) Zbigniew Brzezinski

CIA Director, Strategic Evaluation Center Wash.,D.C. 12/79-2/80
Office of Strategic Research

(Continued)
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8. (Continued)

CIA Executive Assistant to Director Wash.,D.C.
of Central Intelligence

CIA National Intelligence Officer Wash.,D.C.
for USSR/Eastern Europe

CIA Director, DCI-DDCI Executive Staff Wash.,D.

CIA Director, Office of Policy Wash.,D.C.
and Planning

CIA National Intelligence Officer Wash.,D.C.
for USSR/Eastern Europe

CIA Deputy Director for Intelligence Wash.,D.C.

CIA Chairman, National Intelligence Wash.,D.C.
Council

2/80-10/80

10/80-3/81

C . 3 /8 1-1/8 2

7/81-1/82 .

10/81-1/8 2

1/82-present

9/83-present
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13. QUALIFICATIONS (DESCRIBE WHY YOU BELIEVE YOU ARE QUALIFIED

TO SERVE IN THE POSITION FOR WHICH YOU HAVE BEEN NOMINATED):

My qualifications to serve as Deputy Director of Central
Intelligence include:

Intelligence Experience

-- I have twenty years experience in U.S. intelligence,
beginning as a military intelligence officer in a
Minuteman Missile Wing and culminating in my present
position as CIA's Deputy Director for Intelligence and
Chairman of the National Intelligence Council.

-- For a career intelligence officer, I have more
experience and familiarity than most with how
intelligence is used and perceived in policy agencies
and by policymakers. I began this aspect of my career
early with my assignment as an intelligence advisor to
the U.S. SALT delegation, then my service on the
National Security Council Staff under three Presidents,
and finally my experience in recent years as the DCI's
representative to senior interagency organizations.

-- As Deputy Director for Intelligence and Chairman of the
National Intelligence Council, I developed a strategy
for long range improvement of a major element of
American intelligence and implemented that strategy
successfully over a several year period. In January
1982, I introduced a number of measures to bring about
the long range improvement of CIA analysis, including
accountability (for the first time) of analysts for
their record of forecasting and assessment;
significantly expanded contact with outside experts and
exposure of analysts to different points of view; more
rigorous standards with respect to the quality of the
product; greatly increased supervisory involvement in
review of assessments and quality control; greater use
of alternative scenarios and more candor about
uncertainties; a far more cohesive program of research
developed in cooperation with policymakers; and creation
of a permanent mechanism to evaluate and learn from past
performance. I also inherited an organization that
ninety days before had undergone the most wide-ranging
reorganization in a generation -- and have brought near
to fruition the reorganization's objective of
integrated, multi-disciplinary analysis. New centers
were created to concentrate on terrorism, narcotics,
insurgency, political instability and counter-
intelligence analysis. CIA contacts and dialogue with
policymakers were dramatically intensified. Later, in
the area of National Estimates, the program included a
significant expansion of the number of estimates,
changes in process to highlight different points of view
among agencies, efforts to make estimates more timely
and relevant, and measures to increase the likelihood
that senior policymakers would read estimates.

(Continued)
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13. (Continued)

-- In addition, from March, 1981 until the present, I have

served as a close advisor to the Director of.Central

Intelligence not only on analysis and estimates, but on

every aspect of intelligence policy including technical

collection systems, personnel, covert action, security,

Congressional relations, and budgetary and resource

decisions.

Intelligence Community

-- During the past five years, I have worked with the DCI

to improve relations among elements of the Intelligence

Community. We established, under the chairmanship of my

deputy, the Intelligence Producers Council, bringing

together for the first time the managers of the

principal analytical elements of the Community to

discuss common problems, to compare prospective research

programs, and to enhance the sharing of information on a

wide range of issues. In response to suggestions from

the Oversight Committees, I urged that the-IPC be used

to share information on external contracts, both

prospective and completed, to ensure that duplication

was minimized and that all elements of the Community

would share in the finished product. More military and

other non-CIA officers, have served on the National

Intelligence Council than in any time in its history.

For the first time, CIA and DIA have cooperated in the

production of a joint assessment of Soviet weapons

production of more than 200 categories of weapons for

the past ten years. This year, again for the first

time, at my suggestion CIA and DIA collaborated in the

preparation of joint testimony to the Joint Economic

Committee of the Congress and appeared together for the

first time to provide that briefing.

The National Security Council

-- Finally, I have tried to translate what I learned at the

White House and in international forums into improved

intelligence support for policymakers. At the National

Security Council, for more than five years, I served as

a staff member at the nexus of American diplomatic,

military and intelligence policy, observing both the

strengths and weaknesses of our policymaking process and

of intelligence support to that process, and the

interaction between the Executive and Legislative

branches. I have now watched at close hand four

Presidents and their advisers deal with innumerable

foreign crises, large and small -- and the role played

by intelligence in those crises. These experiences have

given me not only insights to the intelligence needs of

our leaders but also direct exposure to many of our

foreign adversaries and friends alike that is so useful

to understanding the challenges facing US intelligence

and the challenges confronting our country.
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41. HAVE YOU BEEN INTERVIEWED OR ASKED TO SUPPLY ANY INFORMATION AS
A WITNESS OR OTHERWISE IN CONNECTION WITH ANY CONGRESSIONAL
INVESTIGATION, FEDERAL OR STATE AGENCY PROCEEDING, GRAND JURY
INVESTIGATION, OR CRIMINAL OR CIVIL LITIGATION IN THE PAST TEN
YEARS? IF SO, PROVIDE DETAILS.

Interviewed by staff members of Pike Committee investigating US
intelligence, specifically, nature of my association with CIA
while on assignment to NSC Staff. (1975)
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43. DESCRIBE IN YOUR OWN WORDS THE CONCEPT OF CONGRESSIONAL

OVERSIGHT OF U.S. INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES. IN PARTICULAR,

CHARACTERIZE WHAT YOU BELIEVE TO BE THE OBLIGATIONS OF THE

DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE, THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL

INTELLIGENCE, AND THE INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEES OF THE CONGRESS

RESPECTIVELY IN THIS PROCESS.

The Congressional Oversight process evolved in the mid-1970s

following several Executive branch and Congressional

investigations of the intelligence community. There emerged from

that period a widely held view that there was a need for much

greater accountability fof the activities of US intelligence both

within the Executive Branch and to the Congress. Accountability,

particularly with respect to adherence to the law, relevant

Executive orders, guidelines, and regulations, is, in my

judgment, the fundamental purpose of oversight for intelligence

activities that, of necessity, must be conducted out of the

public eye.

The oversight mechanism now in place recognizes that the

Executive and Legislative Branches each have legitimate

responsibilities and concerns that must be respected if the

interests of the Nation are to be served. At the same time, the

current oversight framework provides a greater measure of

assurance to the public that activities which must be conducted

in secrecy will be carried out responsibly and effectively.

Because the National Security Act spells out the obligations

both the Director of Central Intelligence and the oversight

committees, I believe it is more appropriate simply to cite it

than to extemporize. Under the basic provisions of the law, the

Director of Central Intelligence and, implicitly, the Deputy

Director of Central Intelligence, are obligated, with certain

caveats:

-- to keep the two intelligence committees "fully and

currently informed of all intelligence activities";

-- to provide advance notice to the SSCI and HPSCI

regarding significant intelligence activities, such as

covert action operations;

-- to furnish any information or material concerning

intelligence activities which is requested by either of

the Committees to carry out their responsibilities.

-- to report in a timely fashion to the Intelligence
Committees any Illegal intelligence activity or

significant intelligence failure and any corrective

action that has been taken or planned; and

-- to notify the intelligence and the appropriations
committees prior to certain funds transfers.

(Continued)
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43. (Continued)

The Oversight Act also obligates the Intelligence Committees

to establish procedures to protect from unauthorized disclosure

all classified information and all information relating to

intelligence sources and methods furnish to the committees. In

mm view, this reflects an intent that the protection of our

Nation's security must be a mutual responsibility.

I believe it is appropriate, however, for intelligence

agencies to go beyond the letter of the obligations cited in the

law. We should deal candidly and straightforwardly with the

Committees, respond as promptly as possible to their requests and

attempt wherever possible to help the members of the Committees

and the Staffs better understand the work we do.

By the same token, I share the view expressed in a recent

publication of the Standing Committee on Law and National

Security of the American Bar Association that ,Congressional

oversight of intelligence activities should be exercised in a

spirit of wise self-restraint.: This, in my view, involves

restraint from unreasonably burdening the intelligence agencies

with reporting requirements and renuests for information and,

also, in avoiding micromanagement of intelligence through the

budset process.

It is important that the Committees know that there is

widespread support in the Intelligence Community for the

oversight process. Two-thirds of the people now serving in CIA

have joined since the advent of Congressional Oversight in the

mid-1970s; they know no other way of doing business and conduct

themselves accordingly. There is broad recognition of the

support the Committees have rendered the Intelligence Community

in resources, the protection they afford against abuses, and even

their ability to bring about improved efficiencies in the

Community. While the oversight process may occasionally lead to

difficulties in the grey area resulting from overlap between

Congress' authorities and the duties of the Executive, it has

been the practice of both the Executive and the Congress to try

to resolve those difficulties in a spirit of comity and mutual

understanding. I fully support the intent of the Oversight Act

to :ensure that the legitimate concerns of both branches and the

Nation as a whole are respected.:

59-941 0 - 86 - 3
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44. DEFITE IN YOUR OWN WORDS THE DUTIES OF THE POSITION TO WHICH
YOU HAVE BEEN NOMINATED.

Director Casey and I have discussed my forthcoming duties,
if confirmed, and intend to integrate our offices so that I will
be involved in all areas of decisionmaking. Whereas Admiral
Inman cited for the Committee in his confirmation hearing several
areas in which the Director had asked him to take the lead, and
the Director relied extensively on both Admiral Inman and John
McMahon in the technical collection arena, I do not have their
detailed expertise in that area and both the Director and I
realize the need to involve other specialists more in decisions
in this area. At the same time, he and I have consulted
extensively even in my present position in all areas of
intelligence policy including not just analysis and estimates but
also organization, budgeting, the requirements process, decisions
on technical collection systems, covert action, Congressional
relations and others. I will now have a formal role in all of
these areas.

The Director and I hope to focus special attention on
strengthening our relationship with the Oversight Committees;
improving our mechanism for decisionmaking, particularly on large
investment items in a period of more constrained growth; further
improving the relationship between CIA and the military; and
continuing efforts to improve the linkage between assessments and
collection.
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AFFIDAVIT

I, Robert M. Gates , do swear that

the answers I have provided to this questionnaire are, to the best

of my knowledge, accurate and complete.

27 March 1986

(DATE) (NAME)

(NOTARY)

* CoI * ."z o
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Part I
Transactions
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United States of America

Office of
Government Ethics

Office of Penonnel Management
P.O. Box 14108
Washington. D.C. 20044

AM8 a "

Honorable David Durenberger
Chairman, Select Committee

on Intelligence
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

In accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, I enclose a copy of the
financial disclosure report filed by Robert M. Gates, who has been nominated by
President Reagan for the position of Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency.

We have reviewed the report and have also obtained advice from the Central
Intelligence Agency concerning any possible conflict in light of the Agency's functions and
the nominee's proposed duties. Based thereon, we believe that Mr. Gates is in compliance
with applicable laws and regulations governing conflicts of interest.

Sincerely,

Director

Enclosure
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'C. eeC-'--- tt "-tOG. UC C-

,.,,,_, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE

ON INTELLIGENCE

WASHINGTON, DC 20515

-a-a. 0-5.050 A dzso' April 10, 198

Honorable Dave Durenberger
Chai rman
Select Canmittee on Intelligence
211 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I write concerning the nomination of Robert Gates to serve as Deputy
Director of Central Intelligence.

Bob's service as Deputy Director for Intelligence has frequently brought
him to the attention of the Committee, both as a witness and as the manager of
the' Agency's analytic capability. I believe that Bob has distinguished
himself in both roles. In particular, the analysis produced by the CIA during
his tenure as Deputy Director for Intelligence has been well focused and
reflective of dissenting views. The Committee has cited these aspects of
intelligence products as iffportant improvements.

On the basis of what the Committee knows of Bob's work and excellent
qualifications, I fully support him for the position of Deputy Director of
Central Intelligence. I believe I speak for the Committee in warmly endorsing
the President's choice of Bob to serve as Bill Casey's deputy.

With best wishes, I am

-~ ~ ~~~~~s ncyrjr yours,

Lee H. Hamilton
Chairman
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At this point, Bob, I would ask you to stand and according to the
committee rules I will swear you for the purpose of your testimony.

Do you, Robert M. Gates, solemnly swear that the testimony and
the answers to questions that you are about to give will be truth-
ful.

Mr. GATES. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Thank you. Why don't you proceed,

with your opening statement.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. GATES, NOMINEE TO BE DEPUTY
DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

Mr. GATES. I welcome the opportunity to appear before you today
on my nomination as Deputy Director of Central Intelligence.

I am honored by the President's decision to nominate me. I am
grateful to Director Casey for his confidence in me, the opportuni-
ties he has given me and his unwavering support. I am honored to
follow in the footsteps of two respected colleagues and friends,
Adm. Bob Inman and John McMahon, both of whom were es-
teemed for their sound judgment, managerial skill, and independ-
ence of view. I cannot think of two finer role models for a Deputy
Director of Central Intelligence. And I certainly appreciate Senator
Warner's introduction.

CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT

I believe it would be useful and appropriate for me to speak at
the outset to the oversight process. I have addressed this in writing
in response to a question from the committee, but believe it worth-
while to summarize my views.

Every so often, the assertion is made that U.S. intelligence, and
CIA in particular, deeply dislikes oversight, resists keeping the
committees informed, carries out its reporting responsibilities
grudgingly and minimally, and would like to return to the so-called
good old days before oversight.

This public hearing affords me the opportunity to say that these
allegations are wrong. The concept and principles of congressional
oversight of intelligence are fully accepted within the American in-
telligence community. Nearly two-thirds of those now serving in
CIA began their careers after 1976, when oversight as we know it
began. They know no other way of doing business than within the
framework of congressional oversight. At the same time, we realize
that, almost by definition, oversight involves skepticism, criticism,
and suggestions for improvement. And, obviously, nobody likes to
be on the receiving en of criticism. But, whatever frictions result
are usually transitory and do not affect the basic process.

More important, the community's acceptance of oversight is
based in substantial measure on recognition of the benefits to us of
the process. We remember, for example, that the rebuilding of
American intelligence began in the late 1970's in this committee.
Subsequently, both committees have strongly supported our re-
source needs. You have on occasion given us-defended us in public
against unjustified accusations. You have been instrumental in ini-
tiating and sponsoring legislation important to our people and our
work, including the Identities Protection Act and the CIA Informa-
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tion Act. Oversight has created an environment that fosters adher-
ence to the rules at all levels and discourages corner cutting or
abuses. The committees have contributed to improving the quality
of our work and to efficiency. And, finally, the congressional com-
mittees and executive oversight organizations such as the Intelli-
gence Oversight Board and the President's Foreign Intelligence Ad-
visory Board should give Americans confidence that their intelli-
gence service is accountable, carries out its activities according to
the law and that we are guided by standards and values acceptable
to them.-

The relationship between the congressional oversight committees
and the intelligence community is unique in the world-the first
attempt ever to conduct secret intelligence operations accountable
to the people and responsible to the law- and to the Congress. While
the oversight process may occasionally lead to frictions in the gray
area resulting from the overlap between congressional authorities
and the duties, of the executive, it has been the practice of both
branches of Government for 10 years now to try to resolve such dif-
ficulties in a spirit of comity and mutual understanding. This
unique relationship between us depends on mutual trust, candor,
and respect and I assure you I intend to conduct myself with this
in mind.

INTELLIGENCE IMPROVEMENT MEASURES

Twenty years have elapsed since I began my intelligence career
as an Air Force intelligence officer with a Minuteman missile
wing. You have before you the details of my career which I will not
repeat. There are three features, however, perhaps worth noting.
First, I've always believed that no matter how good U.S. intelli-
gence is--and it is in my view, quite good-it can always be im-
proved. I somewhat presumptuously first expressed dissatisfaction
with and suggested improvements in our analytical work on the
Soviet Union in an article published a short time after I joined the
Agency. Throughout my career, culminating in my present posi-
tion, I have endeavored to improve the quality of our work-its
substance, relevance and responsiveness to our leaders' needs. Be-
cause intelligence is secret and our Agency is closed to public scru-
tiny, I believe we must take the initiative to reach out to policy-
makers, the Congress, the private sector, and critics and experts of
all stripes for help in improving the substance of our work, our effi-
ciency and our effectiveness.

Second, I have spent a significant part of my. career trying to
build a dialog between those of us in intelligence and the policy-
makers we serve. Intelligence must be relevant, timely, and respon-
sive to the real requirements of the policymaker if it is to be useful
and effective. And relevance can be insured only by a close, day to
day, working relationship. At the same time, intelligence must
remain independent. Our very existence depends upon a reputation
for integrity and for objectivity. Splendidly isolated, our independ-
ence is guaranteed but so is our irrelvance. While daily engage-
ment with the policymaker requires constant vigilance and sound
judgment to maintain our objectivity, this is the arena where we
must operate. This constant contact is imperative.
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Third, my years on the National Security Council staff opened
my eyes to the enormous cost imposed on the effectiveness of Gov-
ernment-including intelligence-by bureaucratic parochialism-
turf battles. As Deputy Director for Intelligence and Chairman of
the National Intelligence Council, I have worked to break down in-
stitutional barriers within CIA and within the intelligence commu-
nity. Only by cooperation and by combining the strengths of each
organization can we do our work effectively. The present harmony
that characterizes the American intelligence community is due in
significant measure to Director Casey's leadership in reducing
these barriers, and I look forward to helping him make further
progress in this area.

My career has been spent primarily on the overt side of CIA and,
specifically, at that point where the product of our vast collection
apparatus emerges in finished form to help warn and inform pol-
icymakers and to help them understand better a complex world.
The pace of change is accelerating; challenges to our security and
well being are multiplying; opportunities to promote our democrat-
ic values and to help others share our economic prosperity are in-
creasing. The contribution of intelligence in discerning and ex-
plaining these developments is becoming more vital.

FUTURE INTELLIGENCE DEMANDS

We are entering an era when demands on the intelligence com-
munity are reaching beyond traditional areas into new worlds in-
cluding terrorism, narcotics, technology transfer, the proliferation
of chemical and biological weapons, and many other problems. We
must find the resources to support these new efforts while continu-
ing to place major emphasis on the collection and analysis of coun-
tries hostile to the United States.

Thanks to the rebuilding of the last several years and a policy
community willing to work with us, the American intelligence com-
munity in my view has never been in finer shape. Good intelli-
gence is a wise and necessary investment. It can, and has, saved
billions of dollars for the Department of Defense through informa-
tion we acquire on Soviet weapons and military plans. Even more
important, in analyzing, penetrating, and countering the shadowy
worlds of terrorism, narcotics, subversion, and other problems, we
save lives and help protect the Nation. But this investment in in-
telligence cannot be turned on and off like a faucet. It takes years
to train a case officer or a good analyst, and often a decade or more
to build a new technical collection system. Quality intelligence re-
quires sustained support. We have come a long way back in recent
years, but the challenges are multiplying and a continuing invest-
ment is required. Here, the understanding and support of the
President and of the oversight committees have been invaluable.

In closing, a rare public hearing such as this requires acknowl-
edgement of the brave men and women of American intelligence,
military and civilian, who live and work in dangerous and inhospit-
able places overseas and under enormous pressures here at home.
With courage and dedication, they endure personal sacrifice, in-
credibly long hours, a cloak of secrecy about what they do that ex-
cludes even their families, a lack of privacy, and yet anonymity. As
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the President said to some of them in .1984, "the work you do each
day is essential to the survival and to the spread of human free-
dom. You remain the eyes and ears of the free world. You are the
tripwire." The Nation can be proud of its intelligence corps and, if
confirmed, I would be proud to serve with them as Deputy Director
of Central Intelligence.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. While I'm some-
what unaccustomed to a public forum such as this, I -would be
pleased to answer any questions that you or the members of the
committee may wish to ask.

The CHAIRMAN. I know from your record of public education and
public information that you have taken advantage of opportunities
to educate the public on the role of intelligence, and I think that
this effort will continue to be of greater value in your role as
Deputy Director.

I wish to confirm your statement on the quality of your predeces-
sors in this job; John McMahon and Bobby Inman. One of the
things they understood is that critique of the oversight process is
valuable from two perspectives. It isn't just congressional oversight
critiquing the intelligence community, but it is on occasion the
community critiquing the process of oversight. And I don't think
there is anyone here that objects to seeing that process continue, so
long as it is accomplished in the spirit that you described. Your
predecessors, I think, did it very well.

I would, by way of additional advice, suggest that you continue to
emulate them in that regard.

With respect to the process of intelligence, let me ask you a
couple of questions taken from your answers to questions in the
background and financial disclosure statement, about congressional
oversight of the community. At one point you say:.

Accountability, particularly with respect to the law, relevant Executive orders.
guidelines, and regulations is' in my view, the fundamental purpose for oversight of
intelligence activities that, of necessity must be conducted out of the public eye.

Do I read that statement to mean that you-believe there are
limits on oversight, and if so, how would you define those limits?

Mr. GATES. No, sir; I don't believe there are limits in the areas
that oversight should extend to. I stated that accountability was.
the fundamental purposes. It is by no means the exclusive or the
only purpose. The deep involvement of the committees in the
budget process itself is testimony to the wide-ranging involvement
of the committees in both resources allocation and in effective
management in the Agency.

AGENCY'S RESPONSIBILITY TO CONGRESS

Additionally, the amount of finished intelligence that we provide
to both of the committees implicitly recognizes the importance of
the committees in judging the quality and effectiveness of the fin-
ished intelligence product as well. So I see the involvement of the
committees as very broad. I believe however that my reading of the
history of the oversight process suggests that one of the primary
motives in establishing it was the need for accountability.
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The CHAIRMAN. Related to that, you endorse the concept of self-
restraint on the part of the congressional oversight committees,
and you say, in part:

This, in my view, involves restraint from unreasonably burdening the inelligence
agencies with reporting requirements and requests for information, and also, in
avoiding micromanagement of intelligence through the budget process.

What do you consider to be examples of unreasonably burdening
the intelligence agencies?

Mr. GATES. Mr. Chairman, my answer was in response to the
question which had to do with my perceptions of the obligations of
the DCI and DDCI, as well as the oversight committees. I made the
statement more as a matter of general principle than as a matter
of complaint.

The CIA alone last year conducted over or carried out more than
500 briefings of congressional staffs. That does not account for the
many formal hearings that were held or the many hundreds of
written questions.

So I would simply say we are willing to respond to any questions
that the committee has. I think that while I was Deputy Director
for Intelligence, I don't believe there was ever a question that we
did not answer. I would just ask that the committee be mindful of
the resources involved in this as it carries out its work.

The CHAIRMAN. In your view, do Members of Congress and the
oversight committees in particular, qualify as policymaking con-
sumers of intelligence?

POLICYMAKERS CONSUMERS OF INTELLIGENCE

Mr. GATES. Well, let me first define what I believe the role of the
policymaker is with respect to intelligence. It seems to me that in-
telligence is responsible for collecting and analyzing information
and arraying it for the policymaker. The role of the policymaker is
to draw on that information and on other sources to develop op-
tions for policy, to make recommendations for policy, and then
choices and decisions about policy, to advocate that policy, and
then finaly to implement that policy.

The only area where I see any real actual or potential overlap in
those between intelligence and policymaking is in the arena of de-
veloping options. And in some of the areas that we work in, for ex-
ample arms control, it is important that the administration have
our help-that any administration have our help in figuring out
what kinds of arms control options are viable in the context of our
abilities to monitor.

Now, that said, it seems to me that it is obvious that the Con-
gress frequently has a role in setting policy. Sometimes it does so
directly through passing laws. Sometimes it does so in more indi-
rect ways. But the key distinction for me is found primarily in the
question of the implementation of policy, and to a certain extent
also in decisions on policy, but primarily implementation. So I
think it is a separation of powers issue. I regard the Congress as a
legitimate consumer and user of intelligence. We have provided an
enormous amount of intelligence information to the Congress-not
just the oversight committees, but to the Foreign Affairs Commit-
tees, the Armed Services Committees, the Appropriations Commit-
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tees and so on. So I see you as certainly as legitimate consumer of
intelligence in the parlance that we use in our business. However, I
would regard'the policymakers, as we usually refer to them, as
those that we work with in the executive branch.

LEAKS

The CHAIRMAN.- The vice chairman mentioned the concern that
we have, and you know I have articulated regarding the serious-
ness of leaks in recent years. One of the more serious leaks appears
to have taken place recently in connection with intelligence on
Libyan reaction to United States naval maneuvers in the, Gulf of
Sidra. What is your opinion about what can be done to prevent
these damaging disclosures of intelligence sources and methods by
policy officials in the executive branch?

Mr. GATES. Well, I think that the problem of leaks is one of the
most serious that we face in the intelligence community and also
in the Government. The Director spoke to this before the newspa-
per editors yesterday. Among other things, it makes it difficult for
us to maintain discipline. It is very difficult for us to read about
the disclosure of-or to read the disclosure of 'sensitive sources and
methods in the morning newspaper, and then turn around and
have to fire some youngster because he breached the discipline that
we impose, and perhaps told his parents too much about what he
does for us.

I think that the problem is a general erosion of discipline
throughout the Government. I think that there probably is too
much finger-pointmg' about who is responsible and too little consid-
eration about needs to be done. At a minimum, it seems to me, as
far more aggressive investigative process is required. I think that
perhaps more strict enforcement of our-in terms of intelligence
information, in terms of compartm'entation. is probably required.

But basically what we need somehow to do is: to educate people
throughout the Government, in both branches, to the sensitivity
and the vulnerability of our sources and the damage that they do
when they release something without authorization or without due
consideration.

So I think that the main thing that we need to turn our atten-
tion to is what kind of an effective investigative process we can de-
velop.

The CHAIRMAN. I am going to defer to the Vice Chair, but cer-
tainly would endorse that. I have also been making the point that
you alluded to, and that the best way to stop this is by example.
'That to the degree that people either on, the congressional side or
the administrative side, are able to permit selective disclosure or

* selective discussion, it sets environment in which others feel free to
do the same thing as long as they can justify their actions by ele-
vating their cause to a comparable level.

Pat.
Senator LEAHY. Thank you, Dave.
Dr. Gates, when your predecessor John McMahon was before the

committee on his nomination on May 26, 1982, I asked him a ques-
.tion and stated at that time that I would ask the same question of
anybody else who would come before this committee on a nomina-
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tion to sensitive positions of this nature. In fact, a question I asked,
I also intend to ask of nominees before other committees I serve on.
I am going to read back from the transcript so I can make sure I
have it exactly the same way that I asked Mr. McMahon. I asked
for his assurance that he would see to it that the record were cor-
rected if ever inaccurate or incomplete information were given to
the committee by anyone in a position of authority in the intelli-
gence community.

INACCURATE OR INCOMPLETE INFORMATION

And here's what I asked. I asked Mr. McMahon, "If you were
aware that others in the CIA, whether the Director of the CIA or
anybody else, had given us misinformation, either intentionally or
negligently, on matters that come within our jurisdiction, would
you correct the testimony that had been given to us?" And he an-
swered, "Yes, sir, I would either correct it or cause it to be correct-
ed by those who gave the erroneous information." And I asked,
"Whether that was given by somebody over or under you?" And he
answered, "I can't imagine anyone over me doing that. I can't
imagine anyone doing that purposely, but I would certainly correct
the record.' He added, "I don't think an oversight committee can
expect anything else."

I'll say now as I said then, that I don't mean to imply that I an-
ticipate any official, either over or under you, is going to do that,
that is, provide incomplete or inaccurate information. And I want
to add now as I did then that I would expect the same assurances
from a nominee to any position of trust such as yours, including
outside the intelligence world. So it is one of those boilerplate ques-
tions that a lot of people will hear from me.

Such an assurance, though, is particularly important on intelli-
gence. Congress and the pubic must know that the honesty and in-
tegrity of intelligence officials safeguards them from being misled.

So I am going to ask the same question I asked Mr. McMahon.
Dr. Gates, if you became aware that others in the CIA, whether the
Director or anybody else, had given us misinformation, either in-
tentionally or negligently, on matters that come within our juris-
diction, would you correct the testimony that had been given to us?

Mr. GATEs. You have my assurance that I would do so.
Senator LEAHY. Dr. Gates, I would not expect anything less from

you, nor do I think any member of this Committee would.
Dr. Gates, in recent months it has seemed that the administra-

tion has more and more turned to intelligence programs as a direct
instrument of foreign policy. There has been much said about a
new Reagan doctrine of increasingly open and direct confrontation
with the Soviet Union and its allies and friends around the world.
There has also been, in the press, a great deal of discussion of pro-
viding so-called covert military assistance to various insurgent
groups around the world which the administration views as free-
dom fighters opposing Communist regimes.

Now, you are identified as an honest and capable individual who
has improved the quality of intelligence. You are also identified as
an internationalist who is supportive of the view that regional con-
flicts reflect the global competition between the United States and
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the Soviet Union. What are your views on the appropriateness of
using the CIA as a direct instrument of foreign policy in regional
conflicts? I realize we are speaking in the abstract.

FOREIGN POLICY IN REGIONAL CoNFLICrS

Mr. GATEs. Senator, I believe that we face a very complicated
international environment. We have resistance movements that
are fighting Soviet aggression in their country. We have groups
that are resisting the imposition of Marxist-Leninist regimes sup-
ported by the Soveit Union in Cuba and Vietnam in their coun-
tries. We have a very active Soviet covert action program aimed at
political destabilization that we estimate broadly is costing them on
the order of $4 billion a year. We are confronting problems in the
world of narcotics, terrorism, proliferation of chemical and biologi-
cal weapons, and a host of other problems.

I think that the experience of the last 10 years would suggest
that in many of these cases, diplomacy alone is not an effective in-
strument. I think that experience also would show that in many of
these instances, overt military action by the United States is either
not appropriate, or would not be supported by the American people
or the Congress.

At that point, the United States has two options. It can develop
other instruments by which to carry out its policy and to try and
protect its interests, or it can turn and walk away. One of those
other instruments available to the United States is special activi-
ties or covert action. And I believe that covert action is an appro-
priate instrument of foreign policy, as long as it is undertaken in
the context of a larger policy.

I believe this administration has made a significant step forward,
both in foreign policy and in the conduct of the oversight process,
by virtue of the appearance here of senior policy officials when a
covert action is presented to the committees, to explain why that
policy instrument was chosen and how it fits into the~broader con-
text of administration foreign policy.

COVERT ACTION POLICY

I think that it is important to understand-there is a frequent
misunderstanding, I think, in the public that somehow covert
action is some kind of independent CIA foreign policy. That is not
the case at all. The decision to undertake covert action is a policy
decision. It is a decision made by the National Security Council,
and CIA is the instrument by which it is implemented. And I be-
lieve that when that decision is made, that CIA has the obligation
to implement it as effectively and as efficiently as possible.

Senator LEAHY. Do you see a danger, though, to the credibility or
the reputation of the CIA when it is involved in increasingly open
involvements around the world-when they are discussed at every-
thing from a Presidential news conference to widely publicized de-
bates within the administration, and when the CIA is continually
being referred to as the instrument of that foreign policy. Do you
see any potential problems resulting for the reputation or to the
effectiveness of the CIA?
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Mr. GATES. Well, I think that our recruiters on various universi-
ty campuses would suggest that we do see some problems resulting
from that. But more broadly, let me talk for a moment leading up
to the answer to that question, about large scale paramilitary
covert actions, which are primarily the ones that you are discuss-
ing, I think.

It has always-not just recently, but always-been difficult to
keep information or the fact of American involvement in a large
scale paramilitary action secret. It seems to me that we encounter
a certain gray area here in which open action is deemed not appro-
priate, and where despite rumors and a lot of information and a lot
of detail about presumed actions are known in the public forums,
you still do not have public confirmation or official confirmation or
acknowledgement of American government involvement in a par-
ticular activity. As small as that fig leaf may be, it still is sufficient
to allow third parties who have parallel interests to cooperate with
us.

Now, that said, it seems to me also important that we not allow
a handful of people who lack discipline wherever they are located,
or maybe a larger number, to paralyze us from action by talking to
the press about these things.

Now, in terms of the consequences for the Agency, there is no
question but that we take some hits in the public media and in
terms of people's-perhaps some people's perceptions of us because
of our involvement in these activities. I think, though, that there
has been a trend over the last year or so toward focusing the
debate on these issues more on the policy issues and less on CIA.
And I think that to the degree that we do a better job of advising
and keeping the committees fully and currently informed on these
things so that there are not complaints about our unwillingness to
share information or our giving information grudgingly, we will
help to focus this discussion where it ought to be, and that is on
the policy.

Senator LEAHY. Thank you, Dr. Gates.
The CHAIRMAN. Chic Hecht.
Senator HECHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Nice to see you, Bob.
On your statement, I agree with many parts; I thought it was

very well done. I agree that-in my opinion, our intelligence has
never been better in the history of America than what we have
right now. And when you mentioned the brave men and women of
American intelligence enduring personal sacrifice, incredibly long
hours, and a cloak of secrecy, I can certainly attest to that. I have
been doing a lot of traveling the last year, seeing these brave men
and women in very sensitive spots. I have to tell you, I am very,
very impressed with the caliber, I am impressed with the esprit de
corps of all of them. They are dedicated Americans and they are
doing their job. And I am glad that on the basis of what you have
said, I assume you are going to continue on the same type of pro-
gram which has brought us up to this. And I cannot ask you that
question, because the next question would be, if you are going to
change, what are you going to change, and I wouldn't want that in
a public forum. But at a later time I will get into that, but I am
glad you are going to continue. It's nice to have you aboard.

Mr. GATES. Thank you, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. I would like 'to ask you at some point that we
waive the 48-hour rule that we have in the committee, and vote
this afternoon on this nomination. I do that because, as I have indi-
cated earlier, the Director informs me he can't leave the country
until he has a deputy-without a deputy in place.

Senator HECHT. Mr. Chairman, since we are here, is it possible to
give you a proxy, because I will have to leave.

The- CHAIRMAN. We need eight people physically present to take
the vote.

Senator HECHT. Can you pick a certain time certain and we'll
come back.

The CHAIRMAN. Let's pick a time, because we have some absent,
members that are in mark-up and in committees that would be
willing to come. Three thirty? All right.

Bill Cohen.
Senator COHEN. Mr. Gates, I agree with your statement that

covert action is sometimes necessary, and that it does in fact in-
volve policy decisions. The difficulty with it is that covert actions
also bypass the normal congressional process. You don't go through
the hearings before the Foreign Relations Committee; you don't go
through the normal appropriations process, as such, because of the
secret nature of the covert actions. And when you do get into the
gray area, I think you indicated you can't allow a small handful of
people to paralyze us.

I think what has been most frustrating for a number of us has
been the lack of definition of what a covert action entails, from the
black aspect of it to the white. The gray area becomes very discon-
certing. For example, if you have a covert action program to assist
a foreign country, you assume that that is for the purpose of main-
taining deniability, providing that fig leaf to cover ourselves or
third countries who might be of assistance. But it becomes rather
difficult when the President of the United States, for example, pro-
claims in front of the White House press corps, yes, we're sending
you aid. It makes it very difficult to even hold that small fig leaf
up at that point for this particular committee, and it undercuts, I
suppose, the ability of the members of this committee to then deal
with this effectively on the floor. We have a Presidential declara-
tion of assistance, yet we have a covert action program. And so it is
not just a small handful of people. This goes to the very highest
levels. When it suits our purpose politically, we declare our sup-
port. And yet we still hide it over here under. a covert section
which by-passes the normal congressional process.

I would only suggest that we have to have some rather more de-
finitive explanation that will satisfy the committee and the Con-
gress about what a covert action should entail. Otherwise you are
going to continue to have the kind of policy discussions spill out
beyond this committee onto the Senate and House floors, with
members engaging in full debate over an issue because it has been
on the front pages of the press-not because of a leak by some low
level staff member at the Agency or indeed even here in Congress,
but one from the highest levels -of our own executive branch. That
to me is one of the key difficulties we have had in recent years
dealing with covert actions. They are policy decisions which are on
the front pages not by leaks, but by public proclamations by our
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highest leaders. I think something has to be done to at least set
some ground rules about how those are handled. That is just from
a personal point of view.

RIGHT QUESTION, ESPIONAGE, INTELLIGENCE STRUCTURE

Second, you indicated, or I should go back-there is a fictional
character I am familiar with who once said, if you don't ask the
right question, you don't get the right answer. And if you ask the
right question, you only get half the right answer. Now, I would
hope that that would remain within the realm of fiction, but I can
tell you that in my own experience, there have been one or two oc-
casions in which questions have been asked of various witnesses,
and in which an answer has been given, only to find out through
some story in a national magazine that the answer wasn't com-
plete. And then the response given from that witness at the follow-
ing hearing was, well, you didn't ask the right question, you
weren't that specific. This has occurred to the point where one
would have to spend all of his or her time with great specificity
asking 200 questions to get at that specific area.

So I think that oversight, if it is going to be effective and it is
going to be conducted in a spirit of comity and cooperation, has to
be carried out with a sense of a full answer and a sense of the
spirit as well as the letter of the law itself. That, I would say, for
the most part, has been the case not always, but for the most part.

A second point I would like to make is that you have stated you
can save billions of dollars from our Defense Department by moni-
toring Soviet military equipment and testing and so forth. We can
also lose billions of dollars through espionage. During the past
year, we have had three current or former CIA employees charged
with espionage: Edward Lee Howard; Larry Wu-Tai Chin; Sharon
Scranage. And we've had some former intelligence people such as
Ronald Pelton, NSA; Jonathan Pollard, Navy Intelligence; Richard
Miller, FBI.

What do you see as the most significant policy implications of
these cases, and what do you intend to do about it as the Deputy
Director?

Mr. GATES. I think that-let me answer the question in two
levels. First of all, the general implications, and second, some spe-
cific lessons.

In general terms I think first of all that the problems that we've
had in this area certainly are a strong argument in favor of con-
tinuing and strengthening the compartmentation within the Gov-
ernment, particularly within the intelligence community. Some of
these people gave away a good deal of information. There is no
doubt that without compartmentation, they would have given away
a great deal more.

A second lesson it seems to me is that all agencies, including
CIA, need to give particular attention to their reinvestigation pro-
grams. We have one, we have a formal one. The resources that we
have available for it are limited, but over the last 2 or 3 years, we
have been expanding them. I think that all agencies need to do
that.
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I think a third consideration is the need for probably tighter se-
curity measures throughout the Government and throughout the
intelligence community. There are some fairly significant differ-
ences in the standards of different agencies in terms of security
clearances, what is required for. a security clearance at different
levels, and so on. And I think greater cooperation and standardiza-
tion to the degree. possible in that area is important:.

I think we have learned some specific lessons from these cases as
well. From one case, we have learned the need to have different
organizations within the same agency, like CIA, sharing informa-
tion with each' other. We have learned something about giving
people very sensitive information before giving'them a repoly-
graph.

I think one thing we have also learned, however, is that we are
dealing with human beings. There are people who are going to
change once they get into the intelligence, community. And it is
only through the reinvestigation program that we can identify that
these people have become vulnerable or that they have begun
having some association with a hostile intelligence service. And I
think it also speaks to the importance again of compartmentation.

But no one could sit here and tell you that we can devise a set of
procedures that will prevent one person or another- out of the -very
large number of people working in intelligence from being recruit-
ed by somebody else. We have to have a set of security measures
and counterintellig'ence measures in.place that limit the damage
and enable us to identify such people as quickly as possible. And I
think that there are countermeasures and other things that we can
do that can improve that process.

Senator CoHEN. Mr. Leo Cherne, before the Defense Strategy.
Forum, gave a speech recently, and he asked an important ques-
tion. I think you have also addressed this. I would like just to quote
his statement for you. He said:

Can our intelligence be as good as it must be as long as our knowledge of foreign
languages and cultures remains as poor as it is, especially when that handicap is
further compounded by the disinvolvement of our centers of learning, research, sci-
ence and technology, some of whom shun "contaminating" contact with the world of
intelligence.

I believe you also addressed this point before the John F. Kenne-
dy School of Government at Harvard. I have two quotes here that I
will read to you and ask you to elaborate on.

The first one is that:
Preserving the liberty of this.Nation is fundamental to and prerequisite for the

preservation of academic freedom; the university community cannot prosper and
protect freedom of inquiry oblivious to the fortunes of the Nation.

INTELLIGENCE, ACADEME

And the second quote was:
In defending the Nation and our liberties, the Federal Government needs to have

recourse to the best minds in the country, including those in the academic commu-
nity. Tensions inevitably accompany the relationship between defense, intelligence,
academe, but mutual need and benefit require reconciliation or elimination of such
tensions.
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Would you elaborate briefly on what the relationship has been
with the groves of academe, as such, in recent years, and what you
foresee for the future?

Mr. GATES. Well, in recent years I think that the relationship
has improved significantly from what was probably the nadir in
the mid-1970's when many university professors and scholars
would refuse even to talk to us. When I was at the Agency in early
1977, I did a survey of about 25 schools in the Midwest and the
West, to see what kind of cooperation we could elicit on Soviet af-
fairs, what kind of work was going on. And there was not a single
professor that I encountered who was willing to have any kind of
contractual relationship with us, and many refused to have any
kind of a formal relationship, including even a consulting relation-
ship.

Our experience in the last 2 or 3 years has been almost the oppo-
site. It is now a rarity to find a scholar who is not willing to talk to
us, who is not willing to share ideas with us, and who is not willing
to attend one of our conferences or talk to our analysts and so on.

I would hope that this would continue and expand. It seems to
me very important, and not just in the academic community but in
the business community, were our relationships have been more
steady and much better over a long period of time, think tanks,
and various other places where there are people who are thinking
about international problems. I would like to see these relation-
ships expand, and I think frankly, given the proliferation of the
subjects that we are having to address, that it is virtually impera-
tive that it expand.

The CHAIRMAN. One clarifying question. I thought when you
were responding to the vice chairman's questions relative to covert
action that you alluded to some renewed receptivity of CIA within
academia in the last couple of years. Does this reflect support of
the use of covert action.

Mr. GATES. There have been some demonstrations against our re-
cruiters. What is perhaps different from an earlier period is that
the demonstrations have often had to be moved out of the way for
the lines of students who were lining up to apply.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you not noticed an adverse impact of those
demonstrations in any way on CIA access to the resources of the
universities or on the faculty of universities and their willingness
to be responsive to the community's needs?

Mr. GATES. No, sir; we haven't.
The CHAIRMAN. Mitch McConnell.
Senator MCCONNELL. On several occasions over the past year or

so, including in the Vice President's recent report on counterterror-
ism, the administration advocated the formation of a single over-
sight committee. I am wondering, first, how you feel about that;
second, what kind of impact you think that would have on the
oversight process?

Mr. GATES. Well, I have heard arguments made both pro and con
for a joint oversight committee. Frankly, it comes out about a wash
for me, and I think it is essentially up to the Congress to decide
how it wants to organize itself. I think you can make arguments
both ways in terms of its value and whether it would cut down on
leaks or things like that. There are also offsetting arguments. I
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would think that that is basically a matter for the Congress to
decide.

Senator MCCONNELL. So you have no strong views about it one
way or the other?

Mr. GATES. No, sir.
Senator MCCONNELL. So you don't conclude that it would neces-

sarily have an impact on the problem that the chairman and
others talked about' of leaks that we all find troublesome, no
matter where they come from.

Mr. GATES. I don't think so. No significant. Perhaps some,
but-

Senator MCCONNELL. In your statement of qualifications, you
mentioned, and I quote from it, that you had "introduced a number
of measures to bring about the long-range improvement of CIA
analysis, including accountability (for the first time) of analysts for
the record of forecasting and assessments." I am interested in' how
you structured and implemented that, and if there are any conse-
quences for reports that are not subsequently 'proved to be accu-
rate.

ANALYSIS

Mr. GATES. The way we implemented that was to create for each
analyst in the Directorate a file into which we placed a copy of ev-
erything that the analyst wrote on his or her particular area,
whether it was a short current intelligence piece or a longer range
research study. And one of the things we did that helped assuage
the analysts somewhat is that we allowed as how there-was the
real possibility that- the process of refining these reports as they
are produced may take a marvelous piece of analysis and destroy it
in the course of this review. So we always allow the' analyst, if he
or she wishes, to include the first draft of their. writing as well as
what was ultimately published. So that when you go through, the
analyst could say, see, I was right, and you guys messed it up along
the way.

One of the things that I assured the analysts of when we started
this was that we were not going to take action against or on behalf
of an analyst on the basis of one report. The best analysts are
going to be wrong'occasionally. The purpose of the file, really, is to
guage several things. First of all, accuracy over time. Is this ana-
lyst pretty much on the mark most of the time. How good is the
analyst at conceptualizing the problem, of identifying what. the
issues are. How good is the analyst in arraying the information
and in conveying it to the policymaker. And we use these files each
year or throughout the year, but particularly when it comes time
to evaluate the performance of an analyst, and when an analyst is
a candidate for promotion. And then the managers use these files
to guage what progress the analyst has made and how good we
think the analyst is compared to his or her peers.

Another purpose of it is, frankly, to guage whether an analyst'is
getting better over time or getting worse. So. it is used as a kind of
all-purpose means of evaluation. One of my hopes was that it
would be a system that would be far less subjective than just the
views of-their immediate supervisor. Also, when a supervisor moves
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on, every analyst sort of has to prove himself or herself anew to a
new supervisor. Having these files in hand would allow a new su-
pervisor to learn fairly early on where the strengths or weaknesses
of his or her organization were.

So I think that there are a lot of purposes to them. One of those
purposes was not to take a single piece of paper out of it and pillo-
ry an analyst, or promote one, for that matter.

Senator MCCONNELL. I am kind of surprised it hadn't been done
before. I gather you might have been as well.

Mr. GATES. So was I, Senator.
Senator MCCONNELL. No further questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mitch. Senator Murkowski.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR MURKOWSKI
Senator MURKOWSKI. Mr. Gates, in our discussion yesterday, al-

though it was very brief, I expressed a concern over the magnitude
of the intelligence umbrella. And I am referring to the intelligence
community, the NSA, the DIA, the Department of Defense, and
those military organizations that have intelligence support includ-
ing the Army, the Air Force, the Navy. Given my association on
the Senate Intelligence Committee, I have taken note of the com-
petitive aspects of their intelligence gathering capability; they all
operate somewhat on a parallel, a very high parallel level. We also
have the role of the FBI. In addition, the Department of Energy
maintains an intelligence capability, as does the Department of
State. And the CIA, through the Director's, I gather, responsibility
as the head of Central Intelligence, is responsible to ensure commu-
nication throughout the community. The realities are that the
budget process and the prospect of constrained budgets dictates a
high degree of efficiency in the intelligence-gathering process.

INTELLIGENCE UMBRELLA

Observing the activities of this committee, there is plenty of in-
telligence around; the question we have is the quality of that intel-
ligence. Now, we have got a tremendous resource out there, but the
resources appear to be competitive in many regards. And I am
wondering how you assess your responsibility to try and increase
the efficient operation of the intelligence community as a whole,
recognizing the competitive postures that exist within the military
framework of the Department of Defense, and the already estab-
lished agencies that are charged with specific intelligence responsi-
bilities obviously the decsionmaking process has to be made on the
basis of tough decisions. You can gather more intelligence, and
that is fine, but by the same token, somebody has to bite the bullet
and make those crucial recommendations.

Are we, in effect, because of the redundancy in the structure,
failing to put our budgetary dollars in the most efficient manner,
and would you suggest any reforms where we can utilize the physi-
cal resources of the intelligence community in a more responsive
manner in the national interest?

Mr. GATES. Senator, I believe that one of the reasons for the di-
versity of the community and the apparent redundancy is the
degree to which different elements of the community have differ-
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ent responsibilities. The Air Force, the Army, the Navy, for exam-
ple, while they have some national intelligence responsibilities,
fundamentally provide the tactical day-to-day intelligence support
that are required by their own military organizations, whether it is
putting together target folders or whatever. INR at the State De-
partment primarily serves the Secretary. DIA serves the Joint
Chiefs and the Secretary of Defense, and CIA's primary customer is
not only the President and the White House and the National Se-
curity Council, but the members of the National Security Council
at the highest level.

So I think each of these organizations has a different role to
play, and in many respects, fundamentally a different mission.
Now, we have been concerned about efficiency. One of the things
that we've done, frankly, was in response to suggestions from the
oversight committees, and that had to do with the use of external
contracts by the different agencies of the intelligence community
and the worry here that there was redundancy in those contracts,
that we didn't know what each other was doing, and weren't shar-
ing the results and so on. Partly because of that, we established an
Intelligence Producers Council that represents all of the principal
analytic elements of the community, and within that Council we
now share all the information on contracts that are being let to
academe, to think tanks, to various organizations that work with
us, so that we can all share the information, make sure we're not
being double teamed by a contractor and so on.

So I certainly wouldn't want to say there are not efficiencies that
still are to be made. One of the concerns that this committee has
expressed frequently in the past is the concern to have greater
competitive analysis, particularly between the agencies, and to
have a clearer expression of differences between the agencies. This
means several different agencies working on the same problem
using the same data. It seems to me that in the interests of effi-
ciency, what we have to make sure is that when there is such a
duplication of effort, that we do it consciously and not by accident,
and that we have selected those areas.

Let me give you an example.
Senator MURKOWSKI. I have one short question remaining.
The CHAIRMAN. You can always elaborate for the record.
Senator MURKOWSKI. While I appreciate the necessity of sharing

the information which you have indicated you have in your formal
establishment of procedure, I still think any organization needs di-
rection and orchestration, and I am still not satisfied that the di-
rection is there in the sense of directing the other agencies, but I
have expressed that concern previously.

YURCHENKO

My last question is a procedural management question. The situ-
ation regarding the Yurchenko incident has received a great deal
of attention by this committee. And there was concern over proce-
dure and fixed responsibility in the sense of who was responsible
for that extraordinary situation where the individual was allowed
to leave the restaurant and for all practical purposes, disappear
from our scene and appear at the Soviet Embassy.
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And without going into a great deal of detail, I think it is fair to
say that as a member of this committee, I was not satisfied that
the CIA had structured itself to ensure the necessary accountabil-
ity. And I am curious to know if that indeed is your assessment of
the situation, and if in fact it has changed, and if there is clear-cut
accountability and responsibility so that situations like that cannot
occur again.

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. My perception is identical to yours. There
were organizational deficiencies. We have made organizational
changes so that a single individual and a single organization are
accountable and are in charge of the entire process for defectors.

Another element that we have changed that had to do with our
dealings with the individual himself, or an individual defector, is to
ensure that the same person is basically the principal case officer
for a defector with continuity, so that a defector isn't facing a
whole new set of people all the time and there is somebody there
that he gets to know and that he can depend upon and that under-
stands him and understands his concerns, and can identify when
he is going through a particular psychological crisis or so on. So we
have made those two organizational changes.

Senator MURKOWSKI. Well, I commend you on that. I think that
is very important. Because it is inconceivable to me that an agency
structured as the CIA would not have a responsibility chain that
would be a primary foundation of the agency, and I think we were
all concerned that that situation occurred. I hope that those chains
of commands are permeated throughout other parts of the intelli-
gence community so that there is clear direction and responsibility
and accountability.

I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Frank.
Dave Boren, probably we've got 2 or 3 minutes before we have to

depart for a vote.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR BOREN
Senator BOREN. I'll be very brief, because I do know we have a

vote on the Senate floor. Senator Murkowski really touched on the
two major areas that are of greatest interest to me, and I am very
reassured to hear about the changes in the way in which responsi-
bility is now being clearly delineated in terms of the defectors pro-
gram, and I think those are important steps that you've outlined.

INTELLIGENCE DUPLICATION, COORDINATION

Let me go back to the area of duplication and overlap and coordi-
nation between the intelligence agencies. The Director of course, by
Executive order, is given the responsibility and the authority to co-
ordinate the budget for the various intelligence functions that are
spread among several different agencies. Let me just ask, do you
think that the legal authority now given to the director is suffi-
cient to empower him to reduce to the minimum degree possible
the amount of duplication and to make sure that we make the
most effective use of the dollars, or is there the possibility that we
should study the enhancement of that authority?
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Mr. GATES. Senator Boren, I think that the Director has suffi-
cient authority to deal with problems such as that, not only in
terms of his budgetary authority, but I think that perhaps equally
important, the interest that both he and his colleagues at the
senior levels of the intelligence community have in dealing with
those problems when we do identify them. So I think that we can
take action on a basis of an amicable understanding of, we've got a
problem and let's deal with it.

Senator BOREN. Well, let me just ask one last very brief question.
When we have an emergency situation, be it a hijacking situation,
perhaps a case of international terrorism, perhaps just the disap-
pearance of a defector, and you have various responsibilities shared
among agencies. You have, as has already been said, a role played
by the FBI, for example. There are situations that require close co-
ordination between the agencies in an emergency situation-almost
a task force to deal, let us say, with a terrorist situation or a hi-
jacking situation or something else. Who makes the decision as to
which agency shall be the lead agency in that kind of situation. I
gather it might vary from circumstance to circumstance in terms
of which agency would be most appropriate to give the leadership.

One of the things that has always concerned me is it seems some-
times we have a committee put together or a task force put togeth-
er without any clear chairman being in charge, without a lead
agency being clearly delineated in that situation. Does that have to
come from the President or is the Director empowered to make
that decision among agencies?

Mr. GATES. No, sir. I think that the Director has the authority
and the harmony in the community is such that, in consultation
with the other leaders, they can agree on and designate a lead
agency for dealing with those problems.

The CHAIRMAN. I am going to recess the meeting now.
Senator BRADLEY. Can I just do one quick question? Maybe he

can do it for the record?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we all have to come back and vote anyway.

We need eight people here to vote right after this, so why don t you
defer, Bill, to take the time to ask questions. We'll probably vote
around a quarter to 4.

Thank you. We'll recess the hearing for 15 minutes.
[A vote recess was taken from 3:22 p.m. to 3:40 p.m.].
The CHAIRMAN. The hearing will come to order.
In our rotation, Senator Bradley has at least a question or two. I

want to ask just one question, and try to bring this to a vote as
quickly as we can.

Senator Leahy asked you about the CIA's expanding role in
covert action, to support what might be called a counterrevolution-
ary activity, this means utilization of the CIA as an operational
entity. This presents us in the oversight process with a potential
difficultly in that this Committee must rely on the CIA for intelli-
gence-about what might be going on in a particular country
which is subject to activity under a special finding.

At the same time, the CIA, under a finding, might be involved in
an operation in that same country. Can you trust the agency that
is given the mission of operations to also provide you with reliable
and trustworthy information and intelligence about exactly what is
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going on in that country and how effective the operation may or
may not be?

MISSION OF OPERATIONS-TRUSTWORTHY INFORMATION

Mr. GATES. Mr. Chairman, I think part of the answer to an
extent rests in the barriers within organizations that I spoke about
earlier that I'm trying to-that I tried to reduce in some areas.
Most of the analysts-well, no analyst, really, has operational re-
sponsibilities relating to any covert action. Most of the analysts
have no detailed knowledge of what is going on in a covert action
itself. The national intelligence officers who produce the national
intelligence estimates are not brought into the covert action proc-
ess. So that you have a group of people who are within the institu-
tion and representing the intelligence community who are, in most
respects, insulated from being, I think, affected or influenced by a
covert action.

Now, the truth of the matter is that sometimes we do encounter
some difficulty in coordinating some of our work with the clandes-
tine service, where the people are directly involved. But I do not
know of a single instance in the 4 years, more than 4 years that I
have been Deputy Director for intelligence where we have not been
able to describe the situation inside a given country as accurately
and as honestly as we know how. And I think that the information
that the committee has available to it in the various estimates that
we have done on some of these countries, would attest to that.

Senator LEAHY. I think, if I might, Dave, one of the reasons for
the series of questions I asked on that is that so long as there is a
covert operation reported to this committee as such-even if the
President of the United States is talking about it at a press confer-
ence, or the Secretary of State or the Secretary of Defense, or any-
body else, or it may be the subject of a major newspaper or news
magazine story-we continued to be restricted under Senate Reso-
lution 400, which places an enormous amount of restraint against
any reference to it. As one Senator who when offered a chance to
come on the Intelligence Committee, said no, because he felt like
he was facing Pac Man, and the intelligence information was like
Pac Man, coming along and gobbling him up. So he couldn't sa.7
anything. If something is made part of a covert operation, you can t
have any kind of full debate on it. There is no foreign policy
debate; it is here and that's it. And all of a sudden, those of us
most knowledgeable on it have to become mute.

And one of the reasons I asked the question is that you should
consider what the Congress eventually will have to do if the admin-
istration places more and more foreign policy matters under this
umbrella. We are going to have some pressure to change these pro-
cedures. I am not convinced that that would necessarily be a good
idea, but it is certainly a realistic prospect.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Nunn. Sam, do you have any questions?

STATEMENT OF SENATOR NUNN
Senator NUNN. Mr. Chairman, I know you are pressing for a

vote, and I unfortunately have been in other meetings, so I won't
detain the committee.
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The CHAIRMAN. I need two more members before we can go to a
vote.

Senator NUNN. Well, if we are not going to vote, I will ask one
question.

The CHAIRMAN. Sam.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Gates, I want to ask you a question that I

think at some point has to be in the public domain. I'll try to
phrase it in a way that will not get into classified information, but
when we have Presidential decisions to disclose certain information
that relates to perhaps sources and methods-I'll state this in the
hypothetical-is there a method by which that is released? That is
to say, if it is released by the President or the head of the CIA is it
carefully couched, so that people within the bureaucracy will un-
derstand that it is a Presidential exception based on real need,
rather than simply another series of leaks?

DISCLOSING INFORMATION

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir. In fact, when the decision is made to disclose
information, whether it is at the initiative of the executive branch,
the President, or the National Security Council staff, or the Secre-
tary of State, or at the behest of this committee, or one of the other
committees-the work that was done on the Soviets in the U.N. is
an example of where the initiative came from the Congress-it is
actually the analysts themselves who do the sanitization process,
working with the collectors directly, to either- find a way to re-
phrase the information or to delete information in order to protect
sources and methods.

Senator NUNN. Is there a method by which the actual substance
is released, beyond the sanitization? What I have in mind is a
method of releasing it so that people know that it is an exception
rather than continuing to spread the belief that everybody leaks,
therefore it is OK to leak.

I have in mind, quite frankly, the tremendous number of stories
that have come out regarding Libya in the last 4 or 5 days. And I
am very concerned not only about the substance and so forth, and I
won't talk about that in this hearing, but about the demoralizing
effect of the leaks. Or, put it in reverse. These leaks encourage fur-
ther leaks because they are obviously coming from high level
sources in the executive branch and are obviously part of some
kind of overall decisionmaking process, which I don t necessarily
disagree with. But I think these leaks are devastating to our na-
tional security interests. And I think they are going to cause a lot
more leaks from other places.

Mr. GATES. Senator Nunn, I believe that the leaks that you have
seen over the last several days with respect to Libya are not the
result of any decision process, but the result of indiscipline on the
part of individuals.

Senator NUNN. Well, I think somebody at the highest levels of
Government has got to get this under control. It is not just this sit-
uation, but I am concerned that nothing is going to be a secret any-
more. When you start reading things that lead directly, or could,
hypothetically at least, to sources and methods of a sensitive
nature, I think it is deplorable. I don't cast any blame. We hear so
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much about Congress leaking, but, to the best of my information
Congress hasn't even been briefed in these areas, which means that
these leaks are definitely coming from the executive branch. And I
think it is going to cause a lot more difficulty over the next few
months.

Mr. GATES. I share your concern entirely.
Senator NUNN. Is anybody investigating it? Have we got the FBI

looking at it? Is the CIA-you don't have the authority to investi-
gate domestic leaks, do you?

Mr. GATES. I am pretty certain, Senator, that some of the more
significant leaks in the last few days have been reported to the FBI
with a request that they investigate. If they haven't been, I am
sure that they will be.

Senator NUNN. In other words, your agency is concerned about
it, and you are being assertive in regard to what can be done?

Mr. GATES. Absolutely.
Senator LEAHY. You know, it's sort of like what Justice Stewart

once said-if everything is classified, then nothing is classified.
After awhile if everything starts getting leaked, nothing is held
back. This is certainly a great concern here.

I've made the comment on other occasions that I sometimes feel
that our way of getting intelligence briefings might be better if
they took the local newspapers, marked them top secret, and
handed them to us. There'd be three benefits: we'd get the intelli-
gence material in a more timely fashion; second, it would be more
complete; and third, there'd be a crossword puzzle.

But I share the concern you must feel when you see those same
intelligence matters on the front page.

The CHAIRMAN. Bill Cohen.
Senator COHEN. Let me ask just one question. You indicated in

your opening testimony about support for congressional oversight,
that nearly two-thirds of the employees at the Agency now have
come on since 1976.

Mr. GATES. YES, SIR.
Senator COHEN. With that fresh infusion of new blood also comes

perhaps some criticism that you have lost some of the old talent.
With respect to the defector program, for example, I know the
Agency came under quite a bit of criticism on the way in which it
handled the Yurchenko case. So I guess the question I have, is to
what extent-could you tell us that the ideal defector program
ought to entail? How close can we come to matching that ideal?
What are we doing now to correct whatever deficiencies existed?

DEFECTOR PROGRAM

Mr. GATES. Senator Cohen, I think that an ideal program would
start with a single individual in charge of the entire process from
the moment a defector walks in or appears on our doorstep to the
resettlement-a person who can be held accountable and who has
both the responsibility and the authority to deal with all aspects of
that. The second part of that, as I suggested earlier, involves
having a single case officer who can develop a relationship and
who can be responsible for an individual defector and can develop a
relationship with him and trust, and who can be there with him,
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and have his confidence. And so we would know if he were begin-
ning to experience some doubts or psychological problems, as many
defectors do.

Senator COHEN. What about guidelines? Up until last week and
maybe not even as of last week, we didn't even have an agreement
on consensus on what the status is of a defector in this country in
terms of what his legal rights are and what our legal recourse
might be in terms of restraint.

Mr. GATES. Well, my impression from talking to our lawyers is
that we do have the authority under the law-under the--

Senator COHEN. I am not questioning that. What I am saying is
there haven't been any guidelines.

Mr. GATES. That's correct.
Well, there has been a policy for 40 years, and it was articulated

first by Allen Dulles. The policy was that we would not restrain de-
fectors; that in the interest of encouraging other defectors and
giving an impression that they would be free to do as they pleased
if they came to this country, there was no exercise of-there was to
be no exercise of restraint.

Now, it seems to me, based on our experience with Yurchenko,
that we perhaps ought to step back at least one step from that, at a
minimum deal with defectors in a way that if they do begin to have
doubts, they do begin to think about going back, if they are as ap-
palled by leaks as Yurchenko and others have been, that they can't
just sort of step out the door and walk into the Soviet Embassy.
That we debrief them in circumstances where if they begin to have
these doubts, we have them apart where we can keep them for a
couple of days at least, at least for a temporary period, and try and
ascertain whether they've been coerced, whether they're under
drugs, whether they understand the full implications of their ac-
tions and so on. But then I think we still are in the position that in
terms of our interest in enticing other potential defectors, that over
the long term we would not want to be in the position of restrain-
ing a defector for a prolonged period.

Senator COEHN. You mentioned having one person in charge
from the defection to the resettlement. What about language bar-
riers. What about having individuals who speak the same language
as that defector available to talk to him or her in their own lan-
guages?

Mr. GATES. My own view is that is imperative.
Senator COHEN. Has that been done successfully, to your knowl-

edge?
Mr. GATES. I don't know the answer to that, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Do other members have any questions of Mr.

Gates?

INTELLIGENCE BUDGET

One of the questions we haven't touched on is the budgetary
question I referred to in my opening statement, we are in a time of
fiscal constraint with a need to prioritize intelligence requirements.
Obviously you have participated in the process of developing the
first national intelligence stratgegy with the DCI, which in part is
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an effort to overcome some of the problems of allocation of re-
sources within the defense budget.

How are we able to get a fair estimate of the need to protect in-
telligence budget resources from being robbed to accomplish other
defense ends?

Before you answer that, which you can do for the record, let the
record show there are eight members present, do any members
want us to go into a closed session before we vote on the recom-
mendation?

Senator LEAHY. Before we do that, Mr. Chairman-and I know
the press would prefer that we go into a closed session because it
would be more exciting-but Senator Bradley has a number of
questions for the record, and if we are to vote, let us note his abili-
ty to be able to submit those questions for the record. In fact, there
may be other questions for the record. I move that these be allowed
to be submitted later.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, all of those questions will be
made part of the record.

Is there any member that desires us to go into a closed session?
Senator LEAHY. There is no request on this side.
The CHAIRMAN. If not, then is there any objection on waiving

committee rule 5.5 which prevents a vote on confirmation sooner
than 48 hours after transcripts of the hearing are available?

If so, not hearing any objection, I will ask the clerk to call the
roll on the question, shall the committee recommend that the nom-
ination of Robert M. Gates to be Deputy Director of Central Intelli-
gence be confirmed.

Senator LEAHY. And before the clerk does that, Mr. Chairman, I
would ask unanimous consent that any absent member be allowed
to be polled by the end of the day today.

The CHAIRMAN. There is a provision in the rules that all mem-
bers can vote by proxy. I have the proxy of Senator Roth already
voting in favor, by proxy. Without objection we will honor the Vice
Chairman's request.

COMMITTEE VOTE

The clerk will call the roll.
The CLERK. Senator Durenberger.
The CHAIRMAN. Aye.
The CLERK. Senator Leahy.
Senator LEAHY. Aye.
The CLERK. Senator Cohen.
Senator COHEN. Aye.
The CLERK. Senator Hatch.
Senator Murkowski.
Senator MURKOWSKI. Aye.
The CLERK. Senator Specter.
Senator Hecht.
Senator HECHT. Aye.
The CLERK. Senator McConnell.
Senator MCCONNELL. Aye.
The CLERK. Senator Bentsen.
Senator Nunn.
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Senator NUNN. Aye.
The CLERK. Senator Eagleton.
Senator Hollings.
Senator Boren.
Senator BOREN. Aye.
The CLERK. Senator Bradley.
Mr.-Chairman, the motion is carried.
The CHAIRMAN. The record will show that Senator Hatch voted

his proxy aye on the nomination.
Are there any further questions of Mr. Gates or any further com-

ment?
If not, the hearing is adjourned, and we are pleased, Bob, to rec-

ommend your confirmation.
[Whereupon, at 4 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUPPLIED FOR THE RECORD

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SAM NUNN

Mr. Chairman, I join you in welcoming Robert Gates before our Committee this
afternoon.

I am pleased that the President has nominated a career intelligence officer with
such wide ranging experience as Mr. Gates. His service as a member of the SALT
delegation and as a member of the NSC staff under three Presidents gives him a
unique ability to see how intelligence is used by senior policy makers. Too frequent-
ly, intelligence products do not adequately take the needs of the decision-makers
into account. In his current position, Mr. Gates made significant strides in improv-
ing the quality of the product and I am sure he will continue to strive for even more
improvements.

However in his new capacity, Mr. Gates will have responsibility for issues far
wider than just the production and analysis of intelligence. He will have much to do
with the management of the intelligence community, relations with Congress, and
covert action.

The role of the Director of Central Intelligence, and his deputy, are two of the
most important positions in our government. It is imperative that the President, his
senior advisers, and the Congress have the very best intelligence presented with a
deep respect for the unvarnished truth. An intelligence advisor is sometimes like a
lawyer-he has to tell his clients things that his client doesn't want to hear. In that
respect, I encourage Mr. Gates to follow the advice of the old baseball umpire who
said "I call 'em like I see 'em." That is not always an easy task, as I am sure Mr.
Gates recognizes. However, in my years of association with the intelligence commu-
nity I know that there are superb analysts who call 'em like they see 'em. The
United States should be proud of those analysts and their work. By the nature of
their work, they do not get, or seek, publicity. But I would like to take this public
occasion to commend Mr. Gates and those professionals that he represents for their
superb contribution to the national security.

One more point, Mr. Chairman. In recent days we have seen an increasing
number of disclosures of extremely sensitive intelligence information in the press.
Those disclosures are originating in the Executive Branch and appear to have as
their purpose proving that the Libyans are responsible for recent terrorist acts. I
deplore this selective release of classified information and I urge that Mr. Gates and
his colleagues in the intelligence community make it clear to policy makers the con-
senquences of those disclosures. There may be a time when the President decides
that it is appropriate to disclose intelligence information, such as President Kenne-
dy did during the 1962 Cuban missile crisis. However, ' see no indication that the
President has decided to make these disclosures. In the absence of such a conscious
decision that the gain to our policy is outweighed by the harm of the disclosures, I
believe that the disclosures are extremely harmful and must be stopped.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I look forward to hearing Mr. Gates' statement this morn-
ing and I look forward to working with him in his new capacity.
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QUESTIONS TO MR. GATES WITH ANSWERS

Question 3.-Mr. Gates, in the net assessment area, traditionally the CIA has
been permitted to focus only on "Red Forces", i.e., the Soviets and their allies. DIA,
the service intelligence organizations, and the JCS also focus on red forces. Howev-
er, they also compare red and blue forces (i.e., the U.S. and our allies) as does the
OSD net assessment organization.

Too often, however, the DoD assessments are oriented towards justifying budget
requests. We currently do not have the kinds of checks and balances in the net as-
sessment area that ensures objective information. The Packard Commission has rec-
ommended that the JCS Chairman, with the assistance of the DCI, prepare net as-
sessments. This would be an important new role for CIA in working with the JSC
Chairman. What is the current status of that recommendation and do you support
this initiative? What are the advantages of this proposal?

Answer.-The Executive Branch is implementing the recommendation of the
Packard Commission, and procedures are being developed for the joint preparation
of net assessments by the Secretary of Defense, the DCI, and the Chairman of the
JCS (with the assistance of the JCS). I fully support this initiative, and I have every
reason to believe that we will be successful. In fact, preliminary planning for this
effort is already underway at CIA. I expect one result will be an improved under-
standing by the Intelligence Community of the relationship of our work to U.S.
force developments. An evaluation of intelligence developments and trends in the
context of U.S. military requirements and trends is of obvious value to policymakers
who are inundated with information.

Question 5.-Mr. Gates, the 1986 Defense Authorization Act and the 1986 Intelli-
gence Authorization Act each contain a provision requiring the submission of a two-
year budget beginning with FY 1988. In addition, the Secretary of Defense and the
DCI are required to submit a report to Congress detailing the advantages and disad-
vantages of the two-year budget and how they would implement it. We have re-
ceived the Secretary of Defense's report, which was due 1 April, but the DCI's is not
due until July 1. Do you support the two-year budget and what impact will it have
on the Intelligence Community?

Answer.-The Intelligence Community is now examining in detail the pros and
cons of a two-year budget as part of the report due on 1 July. At this early stage,
my own personal view is that a true two-year budget cycle (involving both multi-
year authorization and appropriation) will be good for the Intelligence Community
because it will potentially provide more funding stability and give us the opportuni-
ty to more closely link planning and resource acquisition. I emphasize a true two-
year budget cycle because anything less than complete authorization and appropria-
tion will only generate more work for everyone without any appreciable benefit. In
other words, the worst of all worlds would be for a budget review that requires prep-
aration of a two-year program for the Authorization Committees, but only a one-
year appropriation by the Congress.

There will be some initial disruptions as the new system is implemented. For ex-
ample, we are already well into the program build for FY 1988 but have not really
begun work on FY 1989. A continuing impact may be an increase in reprogram-
mings in the second year of the two-year budget. Since the nature of our work-
much of which is driven by rapid changes in world events-makes it difficult to de-
termine detailed out-year resources, I would expect us to be forced to move more
funds around to meet such unexpected circumstances. Consequently, the Communi-
ty would require additional flexibility to reprogram funds in the operating year.
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CIA AND THE UNIVERSITY

I welcome this opportunity to come to Harvard and speak about the relationship
between the Central Intelligence Agency, especially its mlytical/research arm, and the
academic community. Recant events here have again sparked broad discussin of both the
propriety and wisdom of university scholas cooperating in any way with AmIcn
inteligence. On December 3rd of last year the Boston Globe stated 'The scholar who works
for a government intelligence agency ceases to be an independent spirit, a true scholar."
Ths are strong words. In my view they are absolutely wront. onethbless, ther are real
concems that should be addressed.

My remarks tonight center on two simple prophsithosm

-First, preserving the liberty of this nation is fundamental to and prerequisite for the
preservation of academic freedom; the university community cannot prosper and
prtetct freedom of inquiry obliivious to the fortunes of the nation.

-Secnd, in defending the nation and our liberties, the Federal Government nee to
have recourse to the bet minds in the country, including those in the academic
community. Tensions inevitably accompany the relationship between defanme,
intelligence and academe, but mutual need and benefit require reconciliation or

ellmination of such tensions.

The History of CIA-University Rua
In discussing the relationship between the academic community and American

intelligence, and specifically the re rch and analysis side of intelligence, it is important to
go back to antecedents which, coincidentally, have important links to Harvard. In the
summir of 1941, William J. Donovan persuaded President Roosevelt of the need to
organize a coordinated foreign intelligence service to inform the government about fast
moving worid events. He proposed that the service "draw on the universities for experts
with long foreign experience and specialized knowledge of the history, languages and

general conditions of various countries." President Roosevelt agreed and created the Office

of the Coordinator of Information, later renamed the Office of Strategic Services, under
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Donovan's leadership. The prominent Harvard historian, William L. Langer, was recruited as
the Directer of Research and he in turn, recruited same of the finest scholars in America for
tho OSS, mnny of them from Harvard, Yale and Columbia Universities.

Whoa CIA wse ostablished by the Nrational Security Act of 1947, this pattern woe
roponted. Longer returned to establish the Beard of Nrational Estimates. Robert Amory of the

Harvard Law School faculty wos named CIA's Deputy Director for Intelligence in 1962, and.
sorvod in thdt capacity for nearly ten yeers. Other academicians who joined included:

historians such as Ludwoll Montague, Shermmn Kant, Joseph Strayer and DoForrest Van

Slyeh; economist Mao Millihnn, who organized the economic intelligence effort; economist
Richard Bissall, who [Mtor headed tho clandestine sorvico; and eon William Sleano Coffin
who loft tbo Unioe Theological Sominary to join CIA for tho duration of tho Korean War

boforo bcoming Chaplain at Yalo. He is quotoed ns rocalling dint ho joined tho Agency
bhcusao "Stalli mado Hitlor loeh liho a Boy Scout." It was a common reoson for
academicians to join the Agency in the early Years.

Relationas botweon tho scholarly community and CIA woro cordial throughout tdo
1 960n. Tho cold wor weS at its hoight and faculty or studonts rarly quostioned the notoen's
no for tdo Agoay and its octiviti. Semo of tbo moot nitod university professors of tdo
timo soed ona0 regular boos as unpaid consultants, helping CIA to form its estimotes ot

proboblo trends in world politias.

Thono holyon days wa soon to change. There was some criticism on campuo0s over

CIA's involvchot in tdo Boy of Pigs enpodition in 1961. But the real dotorioration ia ron-
tiea b 3twoon CIA and tdO ocrdomo parallolod the wrenching diveione in the countr ovr
tdo Viotwm Wor, doapito continuing acadomia cooporation with tdi Directornte 'of
Intnligoaso. Tbo docliso in CIA-codemin tias accolorated with tdo Februcry 1967
disdlou ia Ramparts magauino tdat CIA hod boon funding tho foreign activition of tde
lMltonld Studout Anoociation for a numbor of yean

Sonsational ollogationa of wrongdoing by CIA bacamo more frequont in tho media in
tho early 1970n, culminatiuo ia tdo establishmont of tdo Rocefeollor Commission and

subaoquontly both tho Church Committoo in tdo Sonata and tho Pi be Committee in the

Honan of Ropr prantativa.

2
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Even the Church Committee, however, so critical of otber intelligence activities,

recognized that CIA "must have unfettered access to the best advice and judgment our

universities can produce." The Committee recommended that academic advice and judgment
of academics be openly sought The Committee concluded that the principal responsibility

for setting the terms of the relationship between CIA and aecademe should rest with college

administrators and other academic officials. "The Committee believes that it is the

responsibility of.. . the American academic community to sat the professional and ethical
standards of its members."

This paralleled considerable debate within academic ranks and numerous articles about
the relationship between the universities and CIA. In ra pense to a letter from the President

of the American Association of University Profevsors, then CIA Director George Bush
replied that the Agency sought "only the veluntary and witting cooperation of individuals

who can help the foreign policy pree of the United States." The Director stated that
where relationships are confidential they are usually so at the request of the scholars, rather

than the Agency, and he refused to isolate the Ageney from "the good counsel of the bes

scholars in our country."

Adopting this approach, Director Stansfield Turner engaged in a long and eventually
unsuccessful effort to reach agreement with President Bek of Harvard on relations between
this university and the Agency. (Ironically, at this time, another Harvard profes sr, Robert

Bowie, was my predecessor as hed of the analytical element of the Agency.) Some
academic institutions adopted guidelines similar to the reictv regulations established at
Harvard; in most cases les severe guidelines wers proposed. In a great majority of schools
wher the issue arose, how ver, the faculty and adminisation rjectsd any guidelines,

usually on the grounds that existing regulations or practices wer adequate to protect both
the Institution and individuals.

The Agency's relations with the acedemic weord have improved in recent year fr a
variety of reasons, including developments abroad and recognition in the academic

community that CIA, together with the Departments of State and Defense, hbe been an im-
portent and useful supporter of area and regional studies and foreign language studies in the
United States. The agencies of the American intelligence community as wail as the
Department of State have long been a primary source of employment for specialists in these

3
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areas. The academic community also consulted closaly with senior officials of the
intelligence community in their successful campaign to win support for a Congrossional-ap-
proved endowment of Soviet studios. Intelligence agencies informally strongly supported
this endeavor.

In somo areas of reserch, such as on tho Soviet Union, our cooperation for nearly 43
years has remainod both close and constant. This also has boon the case often in the fields
of economics and physical scinceos. On the other hand, there hWv been much more
pronounced ups and downs in our relationships with political scientists and allied social
sciences, particularly among those with exportiso in the Third World.

WhM CA Needs Academs
Thoro is, howovor, ono constant in the history of this relationship and in its future as

wail: our nood for your help, and the opportunity you havo to contribute to a batter informed
policymahing process by cooperating with us. Lot me doscribo how and why.

In just tho lIst dozen years, wo hbve boon confrontod with a largo numbor of new
issuos end developments and also have bad to pay attontion to probloms too long neglected.
The oil embargo of 1973, tho subsequent stiVrochating of oil pricos and new thoir plungo;
tho relted dramatic changes in tho international economic system, the growth of doebt in
Third World countries and now ropaymont problems; revolutions in Iran, Ethiopia, and
Nicaragua; the final passage of European colonialism from Africa; now Soviot beachheads
and surrogates in tho Third World; changing patterns in international trade; and tho growth

of technology transfer, international narcotics notworts and torrorism all have demonstred
vividly that our national securitV is greay affeced by developments and events in addition
to tho number and capabiltios of Soviet strategic wonpons.

Accordingly, tho mbjea wo doel with today aro staggering in, their diversity. They
includo probloms such as tho implications of tho ooormous indobtednoss of key Third World
coutros; problems of political, oconomc and sncil instability and how to hofncst them;
human rights; narcotics; tho ilicit an maroitt tho implications of immigration flows in
various regions of tho world; population trends and thoir political and socuritV implications;
the global food supply; water rweureos; onorgy, technology transfor; torrorim; proliferation
of chomicl/biological and nuclear weapons; changing commodity mareoto and tLi ir
implIcations for Third World countris; snd othors too numorous to recount.

4
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But nearly all of these problems have something in common: while CIA has experts in
virtually all subjects of concern, there is a vast reservoir of expertise, experience, and
insight in the community of university scholars that can help us, and through us, the Ameri-
can government, better understnd these problems and their implications for us and for in-
amational stability.

With this diversity of issues and problems in mind, the Directorate of Intelligence
svral years ago initiated an intensified effort to reach out to the academic community,
think tanks of every stripe, and the business community for information, analysis and advice.

- Senior managers in charge of each of our substantive areas were directed to
undertake an expanded program of sponorship of conferences on substantive
issues of concern to us and to encourage participation of our analysts in such
conferences sponsored by the private sector. Since 1982, CIA has sponsored more
then 300 conferences, nearly all of them involving considerable participation by the
academic community and touching on many of the issues I noted. In addition, we
have recorded more dtan 1500 instances of our analysts attending conferences
sponsored by the private sector-end doing so as openly acknowledged CIA
employees.

- We have increasingly turned to the academic community to test our assessments in
ways consistent with protecting intelligence sources and methods. We have helped
scholars gat security cleerances so that they could examine the actual afts of our
studie A growing percentage of our work is reviewed by specialists outside the
govevnmmnt-in the academic community and various think tanks, and by retired se-
nior military officers, independent specialists, and others.

- We have established panels of security cleared specialists from business and the
acdemic community to meat with us regularly not only to help improve specific re-
erc papers but to help develop now research methods, review performance, and

help us teat new approaches and hypotheses

- Our analysts are required to refresh their own substantive credentiais and expand
their horkons ty obtaining outside training at least every two years. This
requirement can be met through taking university courses, participating in business

5
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or other outaldo sponsored sominars and confeorencs, attending military training

coufoos, end so forth.

Our involvornaet with tho acadomic community takes several forms

- Caffdbr. Thib is tho most provalont It can be formal, undor a contractual

nrngoamont in which the individual is paid a sot govornmont rato, or it can bo in-

formal and unpaid-an oxchango of viaws botwoon interestod specialists We erg

particularly interested in idoes that challongo conventional wisdom or orthodoxy.

Wa huow what wo think, but wo noed to knoa what othors think also.

- dwovk& o . Wo genorlly organizo our ow, but occasionally wo

conract it othrs to organizo a confronceo for ua. And, of course, our analysts

attd so ponsored by businoss, scadomic and prfessional organize-

tons, think tenks, and univarsitias.

-R aXok In soma aros, scholar in univorsits hovo tho oxpnonco and expertiso

to cnrry out laic r bach for us, for canmplo, on demographic and economic

ssu~cct Tho recant cotroemrsy at HNrvard and the nedin havo focused on this aroe

of cooper a. In fast, It proaatly is a very minor elemont in our overall

rlaionship it-h tho acadomic community. It is hardly a program, aS recontly

aleoged, of "covert foas cod fellowships" with which wo con "buy scholastic

prioritie"

- Schebe i7 R o : Wa bavo bad a scholors-in-resideneo prngrnm for a number

of yeas unr which individuals from te candemic world con spend a yaor or two

worhiog with us, with full securitV cloeraneas, on topics of interost to them and us.

*-Iafwgj s Finally, eo ar intorosted is talking with scholars who are willing to

share with us their impressions after traveling to places of interest or participating

in ovonts of intoerst abroad.

A principal factor in our pursuit of contect with scholars is our perception that quality

analysis on tho incrediblo reago of issues with which we must cpo rnquiros not only

a
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dogged research but also imagination, creativity, and insight Large organizations, and
particularly government bureaucracies, are not famous for their encouragement of these

cha.rcteristics-although there is surprisingly more than you might think. Similarly, to rely
solely on information funneled through government channels inevitably would constrict the

rang of views and information needed. We are looking for people to challenge our views,

to argue with us, to criticize our assessments constructively, to make us think and defend
and to go back to the drawing board when we have missed something important In short,

we don't went scholars to tell us what they think we want to hear. That would make our
entire effort pointle

Rnally, this relationship is not necessarily a one-way street Just as we are conscious

of our need for the injection of ideas and information from outside government channels, I
believe you should concede that there is at leat the possibility that you might leam
something from discussions with us.

Your Concerns
Lot me now address some of the major concerns that hav benn raised by scholars,

deans, and institutions about dealing with us. I would note that certain of thes concerns

reach well beyond just CIA and involve the entire question of relations between outside

soures of funds and the university community.

1. Doen't marczb or analysis under CIA auspe of events abrod inevably

cempmumise acadmaic fredom and the honey of rarcdtw , h?

-First of all, when we contract for research, we insist on honest work. We do not

permit our analysts to cook the books and we would never consult or contr at
with a scholar a second time who old that. Our research and analysis must stand

up to clos scrutiny, not only by other intelligence agencies, but by other
elements of the executive brench, the oversight committass of the Congress, the

Congress as a whole, the President's Foreign Intellience Advisory Board, and a
variet of other paneds and organizations that have acees to our information.

While we acknowledge we can be and bav been wrong in the pas, our very
existence depends on our reputation for integrity and for reliable and objective
assesameon. Any research w use should have the same qu-hie&
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-Second, it seems to me that academic freedom depends on a scholar not being

beholden to an outside influence or rigid ideological conceptions but only to

tho pursuit of truth. The scholar should be froo to search where ho or she wish-

as and should not bo constrained by any improper influences, including the

prforonces of colleaguos or proeviling culturel winds. Actually, improper

influonco potontially can be exerted on a scholar in a number of ways: funding

from contracts and consultantships with business, foundations and foreign

gevommentD-or evon the throet of withholding tenure. American academics

have long consulted with officials of foreign governments of ell stripes. In light

of this, singling out a US government agency Ds a particular throet to honest in-

quiry ropresents a doublo standard if not outright hypocrisy. if a universni

roquirws pubhic exposure of any rolationship witb CIA, than surely logic and eq-

uity require a similar prectica for rolationships with foreign govemmonts and, in

fact, all othor outsido relationships. And, indeed, If our fundig should be openly

acknowlodged, should not all outsido funding, of whatovor source, be openly se-

htnowledgod? You are rightiy proud of your ability to do obiectivo rosoarch. CIA

dose not threaten it.

-Third, I agree with the proposition that it is the responsibility of tho university

itself to establish and monitor tho rulos governing all these relationships. It is

both foolish and irresponsible to do so by isolating the scholar from any outside

contact under the guiso of protecting academic freedom.

2. Wea'r puhilcip acbewlanedo cen ;cu oft A hiudcr a scher' a&cc and

fm*m of iaqwi'v oerseas? I acknowledge this might bo a problom for some

individuals. Indeed, in somo places around the world, all Americans are suspected of

worhing for CIA. However, many who have werhod with us for years hove not had

any difficulty.

3. C fDn aD collecyo's 5catn Cao tvhi CIA w lapi= comprwmean so#,a dqrr-

fimat? I have beon asked bore about tho danger of one scholar's association with

us involving his or her faculty colloaguea through some sort of guilt by association. I

would simply offer two obsorvations. First, tho univorsity community is a romark-

ably divorso one and I am suro that in many departments there are scholanr who are

invoived in some sort of activity with which thoir collanguos disagree or which they
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do not support So, again, this problem is not limited just to CIA. Same form of
reporting to the university on such relationships that could be kept confidential
would seem to me an appropriate way to minimize this problem. My second
observation, however, Is that at some point some courage is called for. The
freedom of those who do wish to consult with us can be infringed upon by the fors
of their coilbagus. We do not believe that working with your government to help
bring about better informed policy is shameful; indeed, it should be a source of
pride and satisfaction. Contributing to a better understanding of some of the moat
difficult and occasionally dangerous problems of the world, in my view, is
responsive to the scholar's highest calling.

4. Isn't pirspahllatwo ,uAiew tanamoun to CL cmaw ,ip of iiepndeart ideaa,
apinAl and jn4 7a ? No. Our review is only to ensure that no classified
Information Is included In a boek or article and that the text does not reveal
intelligence sources and methods. We have no interest in altering the substance or
conclusions of writings we review and take great care to avoid asking for such.
changes. And the fact is: we don't Where a consultant has no access to classified
information, there is no prepublication review.

5. Wra the view thaw CMA engagas in comw asoon as well as cllkoedo and al-
ym and a vaity of 'Inmul " ano and the*r#u assowanon wft any pani of CiA s
unaceptable? Activities at CIA are carried out within the law, with the approval of
appropriate authoritis, and with the oversight of the Congress They are activiies
mandated by the decisions of elected officials in both the Exiecutive and Legislative
branches. As we have seen recenty Congress can and does deny funds for legal
intelligence activities with which they disgree, thereby terminating such activitis.

-The Central Intelligence Agency is a foreign policy instrument of the elected rep-
rntives of the American people, just like the military, USIA or the
Department of Stte. if you find some element of the government's foreign
policy or activity inconsistent with your professional judgment, I would
encourage you first to do all you can to test the validIty of your position. You
also Ca decline to hla any association with as at all. But in the lotter case, the
decision whether to associate with us should be left to the indbidual. One
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individual's froodom of associatlon should not bo doniod bocouso of anothor's
poroonal point of viow. A univorsity stops on procarious ground and itnolf
ondangaro acadamic freodom if it sntnrt making arbitrary rulos about which
organizatios a scholar may participato in or tdlki with-and, I would add,
o slally If oo of thano organotiona in a bromch of our socioty's own
domscrutically chon govoPaotL

Hofora I clda, lot mo rviow tho rulm and pollicoa of tho analytical arm of CIA for
dooling wiet tho univaralty community. tWa continually roviow our rogulaton and policioa In
Who light of now opportuntioa now problan ad csa ina For onamplo, woll Mo tho
rnmt coarvoroy horo at Harvard, wo rooisd oar contract lagnaogo with roapct to
POUiceEl r,= Mfo[ that MMtd- og=, Jo E tn vew tbo

cosapramin of clasalficd information-to Who spoft moont airm is wwab a scholar bad

=acaao to claaafflod iformdon. For oinmplo, if a scolar conault wt no aout nnnlmr
plliforadon nod hoo occans to clasaifod information, wiftnga on unrlatlod sublactn mood

Wo hI= a0ain loezod at ou rulon na d policin an a r dsult of ft comovory boro at
Harvard, and tin too hba producod semo madiln o For on o, tbo 0Oto o
Intolglg o cow oqpict tolls any organization or id l er a e eo e3 or
hobalf that tho pardtlpants in tho confa c shoud bo isfamod is advno of our

spomsoring rbo. Qnito frachly, bocauso wo organiao Who ovorewdoming maority of our
confaroncoo aursalvoa, this proelom bd not aruboo bofor.

Lot mo roalow Wr oy policioa po intoroat to Who ummnity comczdty

- Fr wblo tWo Diroctarato e1ofIprmady halnm contracts for ceoonflod
roacarb at any ocodomic institutic, wo cM Md min lot contrcts for cloanaficl
roibnh w13oro umniority ruonl pcniit, wl0o anpropiaeo fauilti and circuro-
samoo allow, and whom a gocuino nood oniom

- Socond. wbo wo contract for unclazzlfiod raoreb, wo spoll out oqplidy for tWo
scholar tWo conditions govorniag uso of thot rooarch. In aio coaon. tho rocoareb
wil bo dono strictly far u&o ae wo will bo tho oly rcipot. In otbor coen, anm

to
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we have received the research and assured ourselves that the terms of the contract
have been carried out, we will acquiesce in a scholar's request to publish a book or
ar drawing on that research. We do not commission or contract for books or
articl. We ar realistic about pressures on scholars to publish, however, and, in
order to attract some of the beat people to work with us, we try to accommodate
their desire to draw on unclassified rearch they have done for us for publication
for their own purposes And, finally, ther are cas where we allow research done
for s later to be published under the scholar's name without any prepublicatlon re-
view on our pat

But In aq of these circumstances, our review is simply to ure that the work we
mrcad to be done has been done, meet appropriate standards of quality and

does not contain classified infonnation. Taxpayers justfiably would be displeased if
we were not to ee ta t we had recevd true value for their money.

Third, we also have looked again at the question of whether our funding of research
that is aubsequantly used in a publication by a scholar should be openly
acknowledged. There are several good reasons that argue against such an approach,
laclhdag the possibility of difficulty with a foreign government by virtue of
eAmwed CIA interest in its internal affairs; the possibility that aekcowledged

CIA Intet in a speAfic subject-such as the financial stability of a particular
country-could afft the situation itself; and, finally, concern that readers might
#ssame the scholrs conclusions were, in fact, CIA's.

As a rout of the controversy hera at Harvard end expressions of concern about this

policy, we remined this issue with considerable car. In the first plane, ther ae
certain circumstances under which disclosure of our funding of r a my be re-
qired., and we of coure comply. Beyond ths, we have decided dtt our interest in
obtalelag the cooperation of thie country's scholars and allaying the misundstad-
ligs _d pidions that have grown out of ear iler approach warrants at let
sme change b our policy. Accordingly, CIA will benceforth peumit acknowledge-
met of our funding of r a that Is later iadependently published by a scholar
unless (1) th scholar requests privacy or (2) we determiae that formal, public as-
ciation of CIA with a specific topic or subject would prov damaging to the United
States. Any clknoweIdgeI nt of CIA funding would be accompanied by a statement

11
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to the effect that the views expressod are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the views of CIA or of the US government. I assume, of course,

that universities also will press herd for public disclosure of other sources of

funding for resnarch.

- Fourth, wo oxpect any scholar or individual who consults or wortis with us to abide
fully by tho rules of his or her homo instution in terms of reporting the relationship
with us. But, in our vimw, it is, in the first instance, the responsibility of the institu-

tion to sot such rules and to enforco them, and the responsibility of the scholar to

comPl.

Cmnutia
Tbo world is increasingly complox. Tho cablloegos to die socurity and wall boing of the

American pooplo are increasingly divorso ad sublo. Oirector Casay and 1, and othors in tho
Executive Branch and our Congressional ovarnight committoos believe that contacs with
univorsities and others in the private sector are imporativa if wo are properly and effoctivoly
to coay out our mision of informing, improving undorstanding, and warning the government
about developments around the world-tbo samo misson idoatiflcd by General Donovan
end Presidant Roosovolt Our ability to corry out our mission, as in tho days of Langer and

Donovan, dopends on voluntary cooperation batwaco thies of us who cosy this roaponsibil-
itV in intolligonco, and thdw in the university, business, retired military, and otbore who con

help us understand thems challenges better and forecast them more accurately. Our country
is the ultimate beneficiary.

Consultaoao and cooperation with CIA on tdo probloms this nation faces abroad do not
threaten academic froodom. Howovor, I believe that freedom of inquiry is limited, a desire to

rondor public sorvice somtimos tragically thwarted, and our nation disadvantaged, by those
who would deny a scholars willingness to worft with tho Amorican intelligence sorvico in
aSSassing tho world arowud us.

Tho govornmnet connot coorce any scholar to cooperate or worts with tho Dopartmont

of DOafs, Dopartmost of Stato, or CIA. By tho same toion, no scholar should be prevented
by academic institutions or colleagues from doing so. And nono should have to worry that
his or her reputation will suffer bocauso of a public-spirited, patriotic willingness to holp ue
botter understand and forecast developments abroad affocting our national woll-boing and

die forcos that threoton our freedom.

12
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THE SOVIET THREAT (U)

(THIS PAPER IS UNCLASSIFIED)

Robert M. Gates

CIA

Standing before this graup to talk shoot the Soviet
strategic threat is t little like bSing invited to a contention of
Evangeticals to talk about ahy they should believe in Jesus. It
is a subject on wtwch all of yaw bane heard coontless briefings
and are as a group welt informed in terms of Sotiet aeapon
systems their capabilities and effectneness There is a danger.
however. especially among the well informed, of bSeming lost
in the trees. of losing perspeetive on the nature of the strategic
enapetit ton.

Discussion in the United States or the Sooiet threat foe
too many years has focused on a very narrow aspect of the
competition. That discussion has tended to revolve around the
presentotton of the defense hudget and often has concentrated
on what the spend and what they get for their money and what
we should spend and hope to get for our maney. But I would
submit that this limits our national attertion too much to a
debate about numbers and too little to why we are engaged in
this competition in The firt plare, the nature of that
competition, and its historical co-tevtI We bane trivialized the
moot profoud contelt in history into metaphysical debates
about kill probabilities. thromenight fractionation fratricide
and survivable C

3
. Now. I know that the number are important

- especially at budget time and especialy for those who must
propose and those who must ole an real prngams. Indeed, I
will talk to you today abowt num.ber. Sut the numbers hone
crowded out history and meaning and our citicens hate little
bhsts to judge whether the cost and risk of the competition ore
uitified because they too often do not understand the nature oa

the contest itself. So. today I lure to the past as a guide to
The future. I wat to place the Soviet thrcat in an historica
eontovt and to discuss the nature of our adversary his resolve
and commitment to the competition, his weapons ad the long-
range prospects.

First. to the saturn of the confict, Som would have you
believe that this competition is yet another episode of great
power rivalry growing out of natonalisms rooted in the lust
renturs that it derives from a scorch for vecurith or to
ouercowe a national se of inferiority: or a quest for markets
or spheres of influence, or a hoot of other traditional modern
European State nbjectives. tare -re ily. you will have heard
that it is bhoed in misunderstandings or failure at Yalta or the
hobgoblin fantasie of military industrial compnsees an both
sides that the rivalry is bhed on old fashioned thinking. an out-
dated cold wor mentality. or an esgkgerated suspicion of the
other side.s intentions.

fly personal nine is that these evplanations do not go to
the heart of the conflict' that it is in fact. a conflict deeply

rooted in ideas and that the ideas and the conflict are as aId
as recorded history. The threat posed by the Soviet lnion -
by Russia - is the lineal descendant of the some threat Wehsery
civilicatians have faced for three and a haf thousand years it
is the threat posed by despatins against the more or less
steadily developing concept that the highest goal of the State
is lo pr-tect and fvoter the creative capabilities and the
lihbrties of the individual. The contest between the United
Slates and the Soviet Union is tn my view the latest chapter
n the conflict that pitted the Athenians against Xerses .and the
Prrsiaus the Roma.s against Attila and the Runs tedieval
Europe against Cenghis Kban and the, Mlngol horde: and the
Holy Roman Empire against Sbleiman ad the Ottomans. It is
The contest between Two elemental oan historically opposed
ideas of the relaeonship between the individual and the State.
The ideas are irreconcilate.

OtI, Aliem Adnersary
The first point I wont to make today i that the threat

from Russia si grounded in ides alder than blocs and Lenin and
Palshcvi'm. snd derives from a culture nod civilinavion funda-
mentally different Iri our wn- despite the hest efforts of
some observers to persuade an that the Russian leaders must
think ws ae do and inwardly share the some spiritual values
benause tIey wear Saville Row suits like jace, American
cigarettes and faw ears, and are personable aend intelligent.
Abrahum Lincoln is said to have asked his Cabinet how nor,
legs a dog .ould have if you rond the tail a leg. Thou vil
anuwered five. Lincoln replied. -No. four. Calling a tail a leg
dant make it so C oiling Russia hesieinid or Europen
dent make it so. It , vital to understand last bow different
Rsssio - the Soviet Union - is from vs. to understand how
difforent is their history culture and outlook. This is an
approach unwelcome to same aho see it in American ethn.-
contrisw or nsrrow-minded prejudi-c of some sort But listen
to the observations or several noted Russian-born historians
especially Tibor Szeauetn.

Far centuries -Nvlos incomprrhensible oan alien of a11
pervading and colvring every iestern d-esiption ov Russia. wu
the awesome- sat of an omnipotent State exercising unlimited
co-trt oner the persons, the property, and the very thoughtv of
its subjects" - and the fnithful servants of the moaurehs of
obsalutist Europe were among those who felt this lo be a
phenomenon beyond the compass of their experience There is
a bMMle fact that today has been largely forgotten or pessed in

'Nearty all of the folvowing poit.: ore quoted or paraphrased
Iron Tibor Seamuely's The Russian Tradition lelT~ra-Hilh
Rook Company. Nyew York 19741 who in turn rile other
hioloriass tach as Paul tiliuko- and . kliutcresky.
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sinces "Elery eountry of modern Europe either woo at one
tit.e a promise. of the Roiao Empire or recived its religion
roem Rome. Russia is the ole oception. It is the only country

of geeraphicel Europe that oerd virtually .othing to the
common cultural eod spiritual heritage of the West."

The ebaere of netural froeties for RUsta led to
history of rmerd Arugigle agapnet iovde- that for lergth.
intensity ae fe ity has ua parallel in the aovala of any other
notlone For recturies Ruans was the frontier the great open
defenseless dividing-Inae hett n the aettled rivlioed vomme-
nities of Europe and the nomadir aerian Miodens of the
Asicn steppes. This wa Ruani foe a thousand ye.s. The
cruel relentles struggle con aalted. It was a permavev. part
of her ltie for mast of her history. The death of the gret"
Khen B =saved Europe from the Mogob: Russia lived wider
Monigol rule for 250 yes.

This s a atiaonal *eplenece and a mationel ecisleve
radieelly different from that of the Wst t crested serial
and palitil system a mational character. meslity. a way
of life utterly diiiilar to the patterns evolved in Western aod
Centrel Europe. The M-pi.s pvI to Rissie a political and
admicistative system, a -oncpt of society quit u..like
onything learned iv the West. The Mongol Empire coo in fart
'a State grounded on 00 ideology," sot just a State amoog the0r
States hut . "World Empire in the Making.- the object of which
was the estblioimect, by meos of war, of o system of
uriversal pace snd of a worldwid social order

Thm three rctouries that foliowed Russia's proc-oeatiot of
full sovereinty after eupelliog the bongsls mere for her people
a period of uoremitticg and relentles armed struggle such as as
other still eiltiog altion has e-dured. It was "the fierce
strugile of a nation placed on the frootier between Europe cod
Asia, on the great dividing line betwe-o settled and nomodir
society. beteen Christian, Moslemt nd Pagan of a poor but
hardy resourceful nation pushed ast of itU hamelavd into the
Inuospiloble en-ironmect of northere forests and Arcltic wate.

.the sItruggle of a nalion that felt it had been asigved
by Provideoce and by suture to the stupendous task of
coloninig ond settling a milder.ev far greater in sioe tht the
whole contivent of North America ... - This combinvlion of
nolionol purpse moral fencr. slf-defene. and oenydey
struggle for s htre etitteoce 0a0 the driviog force behind the
Ru1aiov peoplet trocai.l The s1toe of vever ending wer gve
their soiety its dislinclive orm.

In Rusia. militrv -rrice woo ooligaiory and yermvceol.
lv wortime. ech and l11 ere coimpeled to go to bllle. oAnd
wartime was o11 the lime." To gpi. an id.. of the coloss-l
effort. cempre it with medieval militry prctire in Europe.
From the 1300s, Rl iat ruined and moinated a pe rmn nt
ormed force of 65.000 met At the battle of Crec- iv 1346 the
King of Fratro commended the lergest army vet .ee. in fe-del
Europe - Itton. ond the force of the First end greoteot
Crus-de nu-hered 35 - 30to0. And these camysiens were

short-lived spurts of evergv that ieft their oecetters uwttrlI
eh usted. Yet Rutia. with u much "melter pooui thiet
Frove. maintained it, huge army cot jtu for en melded
campaign Wut for JOt uvbroken yeers nhil, iti the me time
coedarting en eodlens sectro of oars acit v ot hights
developed setter- neighoors and aloe colomiinsacoctioent
The result was the rise of o political tyowtm hrdt on TIe
untuestion.Io obedience tod uctimited sunmissiuc of the son-
jectU 00 the priociple of the oblirstiocs owed bv each aud
evey subjeclt to he State on the imurenomnit into the States
service of a11 the crestive forces of the cutioc cod on the
sacrifice of yctvate interent to thi Stte o demuodo. The Tour
combived nvmsuta of terrifying power nith -ey crel icd
etremels effcctit authority 0-cr the liven and wIfce vf
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evey one of his subijerts. egerdlesi of degree or ronk. The
position of the Tsar (of the StatI was one of asique strength.
He was the s1oe cnd esclusive wielder ond the source of power.
Al authority in the eountry emnatted from him. He shared
pOawr ith no one.

The Russiats' attitude toward their state wts detemined
Ny their octe conociouieass of the foct that only a powerful

ohd rigidly centrazied Stat.e is ful control of the tation's
ecery resoure could enS national survival. Another deter-
minool was the centuries-old isolation fro m Europe d the
resulting ignorance oad fear of the outside wIorld. ut een
these coant account for the ecstatic rapture, the esuitatmon
bordering on idolatry with which Russbian learned to regard
their country and their State. 'Russ-i was a state of mind, a
secular idea, a sacd idea snd objert of almost retigloes belief
-ufathamable by the mind. unmes-r.able by the yordstick of
rativality."

Messionic Communism in Russis grows out of a centuries-
old identtlicotion of Risoi with Orthodot Chritienity. it
rause with the cause of God. its State POwer with the pocer of
Cod. The State and the faith heroine one. ISIS. this found
copeession is a moekh address to the Tsar: "All Christien
Empires h"ve converged into thy single one, two Rome hboo
fallon. but the third atande cod no fourth can ver be. Thy
Empire shl t fall to no one," This became the "Rusian idea'
- dismitsed 0..r succeeding centuries by Western Statesmen
and jorailsts as hypOcritical mumbo jumbo. Yet. the
conviction that Russia occupied a special place iw the cold
permeated every segment of the Rusian people - the ultimate
vindication of a otherwise uobe-rsble social and political
system. The idea, lines on today.

Over the centuries, the Russian idea devIOped into an
etnitc amalgam of emotion, that struck vibrently upon the
high-strong chards of the Russan soul: deep ftational feeling a
ens of belonging to nation st apart from others bh its own

history: .. .the convtctiao that the ioditiduals duty toward the
State . . trascended a11 other obligations . the idea that
collctivism was nobler than ihdividualism the assumption

that idealsm and other worldliness mere inherent in the Rusuico
hstinot. Ispirit) in ontrast to the gross matericlism of the
Wetern scheme of values' . coScioues. to the point of
esavtertioo. of the profoued difference .betoee Runsia o-d
Shc ScsI: the ilossiuvic fervoc that imbued the Rooviac iede.
the conviction thatt the Russin nation eat a CGd-feerivoi
peale evIrosted with the misaIvo of shoriog with others the
revelotion of unit and of true freedom wdhich had Sec
vouchsefed to them alon sod of redeeming thc world from th
honds of individuslinm ev matersalium

Russia. as it emerged onno the Europyan siege had three
miv peculiarities 1t the cuthly strture of ice State -
fret Rusuia-in-arms fighting hVent and ELot Ion her vect

eviotecce. 2) the compulsory, estra-legol cature or the
internal edmivistroti-o od -oci l structure (31 ands ouoeme
authority with unlimitd sphere of action. It doen -und
familiur.

Evcv01 the end of the 18th Century. Wlter govern-
meoto and pybtic opinion began to assume that Rt-.t wa- a
Sttet much the same as tcv other a-suiute moerrhv only
coruiderolly urger rather more hechkord. end cooneroentil
mcYt..iou.. To o cectat estent thin nun due to icioru.cr of
Ruvniuo conditios nd to th rem rkabls thorough-going -y ii
which R1ntiucedurnted sociivy had adated itveif to the crc,

of Eurypean life luch core Telling. houcoco we" rt
unremittig comcious fro., of the govoromein ilIf to
imoent. Soth broad end st home the iitgr of C wl v-cr-vn
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teciety thit had chos its plitical systsm partly out or
nrceasity and partly for its manifested adnantogos

A final ot at tile utw of m, ad-versry. Much has
bal M cle lt recoot raont"w bott technology tratmfer to the
USSR I wuld point out to you thit inraty and tcheology
wvre trecaplitted frost the Wost to Rutsa, beginni with
Italian architect-i In the 14th Century and carrled forward by
Peter thi Great. Inoine. if you will, the aight of the groat
sen-foot tall Tear toring and working as a lborer in Western
Esrope in the lete 17th cemtury to lean the ways or the West.
to hire Western technicias and VW afbIwn end to acqtire whole
induwtries and tchneo agien nd rectories - which he would
bring bhk to Rosnia to begin to wodertke that bhckaord
State. And, an Samoly oteervnes this artificial creotinet was
forced upn an unwilling nation by Peter to overcome It
military wekress. The cery act of wodernizing RB is - of
establishing and enpiOiting coittacto with the Weot - from the
begitoileg was to take Busoia a peal military power. Did
Potr intend thet Westernization acompny modaeniztion?
He once told a competin. 'WMe dull need Europe for a rew
dedes, and then we cn torn our backside to her. Can the
Sevieto' atil grsine qet for Waettro tehnology rurprise
a. reolizing that the deveopest of induttry in thit land
originated with s tr-pnglont a foreign graft. artificially
protected and foutered by the State from then until now-

It is this uniqpe State which we now confront - * State
and * calture dhped by a tintsad years of rctont war.
serifc, and the cOnoirtion tint Russi's destiny is to establish
a new world order. And still we sok if they c oustain their
defese effot.

Yn Threat
With this historiral inaight into the nottre of our rinv. let

me tirn to its military machine - the threat itself. The Soviet
Union embarkd at a long-term buibdp of stretegi forc
which will continue throughout the decode a romprehensive
prom intendd to achieve military ebjctions gainot the
United Sates and Eursia and involcing impronements to
offecoine and defruine forces snd the weae. to control them.
The estimotd dollar onts. excluding 5RT1E of Sovit atra-
tegb force during the lot decade wr more thin three times
US outlys. n liii ulone. estimatd doller coss of Soviet
interrontinental attack forces corrodd US outiys by ohut 50
perent -even *t a time when the US was investing in Trident.
air bunohed roie missiles. and B-52 enhancement programs.

ICBUM
'te SovWt ICBM force currently ronoists of nearly 1.400

lsunchers. More then heir ore S-17. SS-IS. and SS-9 missiles
moat of which e eouippd with multipi.. independently
targetable rentry hi.les IMIRV.I. The Soviet hane ntarly

rompleted a moderiantion progrem to deploy lrge wmbers of
the mott acurte nerns of these ICBM systems. As rult
the SotieU now pans the netestry combination of ICBM
wumbers, relinbility. eeary.and worhod yield to put mot of
the US Minuteman and Titan sils at risk from n attock with

reltively .maB proportion of their ICBM force. Each
warheod at the MIRVd SS-IS, for rumple, bs a better then
50 percent chance of destrying a Misatem-n silo. The single
BY inrolo of the SS-18 with their lrge destrorti power f-and
accuracy re epo of destrying, with high prokability.
eurrent fied targets. ICBMs not suiteble for hrdened
iwtaLlatins can be targeted pint stratei bomber irfieldu.
conv onal military bs inc. lmding ports for repair und
booing of US SSBNs. end administrotive and econom center.
to 1S81. estimated Soviet dollr cosU for ICoBes wore I0 times
ea large es US outlays.
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Soiet ICBM moderniotiont will continue ever the nevt IS
year We olready hate identifind fOur nan ICBM progrms.
These prograom fostore further improvewants in aecracy nd
ineresed turvivebility. One i a molid-feled missile, bliend
to be mediom-lozed. whih carries a MIRY payloud and is
probably intendtd as a rePlacement for the SS-il ond peritp
the 55-17. Another mwy serve as a mobile ICBM. While
retaining ecisting types o liquid miuiles, ouch as the SS-Is
foture solid-propellent ICBM deveopment and deploymolt will
giee the Sovieu dditinotl flexibility in handling and in bhsing
thei mirnil force.

The Soviets etrently heve deployed over 5t 000 wrhetd
at their IC:M' They re in a Psititw to add several thousand
tarheeds to their ICBM forc by the end of the decad.

SLOBN
The Soiet teraOntineontl ballistic rnmiesile shrite

force rnrresty o..ists odG modern SSBW. Thes SSBNs -
YANKEE DELTA. nd TYPHOON-clas units - re rmed
with 950 missiles (SLOMI) with a total of almoat 2,000 oucl.er
warheadu. Thi estimated cmlte dollar costs between
1972-ti of Soviet SLBM progevema wns about 65 peremnt greater
thatn orresponding outlys by the US.

The rnge c pbilities of the Soviet SLBMs epble of
strikes gaiout the US nory from 3.000 kilomete for the SS-
N-ti carrid by YANKEE-claa umermnes. to 9.100 kIlomete
for the SS-N-8. crried by DELTA I end l-cla units. The
rarorien and yielde of these mionlles slt nary, bat iat

corrently hane the combinatkn of ccuracy and yield nessry
to threaten hard tarpts such as US ICBM sil. Sovit SLBMs
would. wever, he effective gain't a r'oge of targts.
including US SSBN i pOrt nand bomber btaes. The portian of
the bomber force held at *alrt for rapid take-ff tould esrope
the utrike. assaming DOD plaanrdg fact- jors s corct.

Over the ent t10 yor, the Soviets will deploy more
SSBNs armed with lonragte, more accurate miatile. Their
fore of ubmninn with loog-rnige miullsn Ls Cpable of
striking targets in the United State while remaining in eat-er
Mlone to the So-iet Union wre they ctn be protected by other
nvel nd air forc,.

the oteoll iat of the fore in likely to rmain
unchanged. BSt. newer MIRV-epeble SLBMa are deployed in
greater combes the Sovit SSBN force oill be able to rover
additionol targets. It the SS-NX-20 cnied by the TYPHOON-
eclss ibmoaries wmrn fitted with seo worbhads - the o.ber
arried by the SS-N-IS - sit TYPHOONs could cover morn

targets than a11 of the current oporotional YANKEEs together.
The accracy of Sovt SLBMs will improve over the ne-o 10
year and they night cbhive a limited hard target capability
by the early 1995t.

IRBMs
'The Sovbit rrently have same 500 intermedilte pod

mediam range bllistir missiles carrying about 1,250 warheodu
deployed in boses throughut the USSR. They till hon sthout
240 older SS-4 MRBMts nd SS3 IRBMs They else have deployed
ebout 340 highly accrte SS-20 mobile tRoS. each with three
independently torgetable mtrheads. AU bSt ahot 100 of these
atre opposite NATO. The Sovia hit Insottatd a moratorium
egpinot additional SS-20 deployments in the western USSR. bt
we opect the force to epnd is the est.

Sombrs
en in thin area the US has considered its prerv for

many yeo. the Soviets ue showing new interest. The Soviets
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ore doMIoping a newt intorconitinental bombera that is similar in
svttearnece to. hot larger than. the US B-l. The now bomber
will probably begin to enter srvice with the Soviet Air Force
dSsfine thtt mid-to-late I o1960. I is exported to hatev
uporsoese capicbility and the ability to penetrate Western air
df er at Lw aItitudes The Soviet probably will configure
tho nott bomber to carry free-fall bombs ad long-range crMis.
mtralie. h weaipon flenibidity wo-ld llow thiem to tin some
of tho wt bomDbr to panatrate ale defentes and deliver
boass. whie wttin othens - standoff platfornis for laschinmg
csie misailes.

Tht Soviets c-revtly hve some 150 heavy omber
aseigned to their strategbi aviation force. Almost haltf of
these aircraft - ome 70 TU-9S Sear - are equipped with air-
tourface misiles that catn e uxd to attack both land end
maval target. These aircraft co-ld he reequiyped within the
ne.st sveral yean to caOrry 1eg-range cruis minsaies The
additional ruix misile cOrsiersn woid be usd to caplemeot
the new bomber.

The SovieU continue to produ-ce bosit 30 Backfire
bomber per year and about hlf are assigned to the Soviet Air
Force. The B-ckfire pro-baly is intended for strikes against
land nd naval targets on the periphery of the Sovit Union and
warsaa Pact countries but has the rapability to perform
missions against the ES under certain cirrumstavcen Mtr-
oer, the Soviets so may chaose to equip it with long-range
cruie mioiles. which .o-Id iscroea sigeificautly the area
threatened by the Backfire.

BaIlistic tisile Defens
Tht USSR . -etly upgrding and ropanding bltilstic

minsile defenses at Moow within the Iimits Of the ABWt
Treaty. The Sovits will increane the number of AbSI launchers
at Mtscoe to the Treaty limit of 100 by the mid-19S8s. Soh
a farce -ld be easily ovrrcome by a large US misile attak.
bet it would prnuide some protertion against smll attacks.
Reearch. development, and test programs are improving their
ability to spend ABM defenes. aIthough there is -o evidence
at this time that they are planning to do so.

In the stratesg defense ure generally - ASn. SASs.
intereptors, and rontrol and warning systems- the -timated
.omdaleive dollar rusty of Soviet spending were more ihan ten
times av crest as US oatlay, Detler 1972 and 19fa and fr
19St alone more than 20 timen as great, riefleting differncrs
in the two evactries atrs-egic dctrice and dilerencrs in the
bomber threat.

The great disparity betwoen Soviet and CS outlays year
after year for a deade -and before that Soviet eiyevditares
in stretegir aesponv in the late 1960s and ..rly 19t0t oh. US
defens reborces mere focaed on Vietnam - has led to
sustantil cumulative advantages for the ESSR

And do on ee a tsloing- to the first thre, ars of this
deaie. ie have aready identified as man, shems .u.er
decelonment us in each of the previous too d-esde- Among
thiest -re fighter and airborne -arning and v-oi-rvoifrcrait
biliistc and cruis missies vace -si-ey- and ivo- orin-s. Wr
protect that mare syhotms will reach nitial ,ocaiionsl c.Pa-
biliti in the t9$es than in either the 19"os or 197nv The T ew
systens cover the fal range of tecinolagicll oi'ecd
wonannry the Soviets will need to madernic all major eievvis
of their forces.

Strady e-paniov of production flnarvoace - cmveriing :-
3 pyrent 0 hour -has also , occrred -ince ih nid~s-ctls.
Thi hoa arvvided the S-viis siuh the poievia l to navnlaie in
nev .viems iiiio drylo-ments in th fild.
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The Chalange in the Third World
Tn many respects, a decrltipn of Soviet intercontinentle

attack forcess. sd even the forces opposite NATO snd China.
tensd to oborsete whiat I regard as the more immediate threat
posed by the Sovit Union sm atnd for Yeals to ome' the
challnge in the Third World. Eves here the Sovts bring
Important adwotags

mat first is the ability to provide substantial
qaantities of weapons of narying degrees of saphis-
tiction with greet speed sod often attrctive terms
to contries in ened of arm. either for internal
control. nationial defense, or ggresion. The steady
fllo of arms from the grest depot at Nikolaye to
Syra. Cuba Iraq, and a host of other ntioto is
testimony to attractiveness of Sovit .e. ost.
What in so dismaying is the ready availability of
hnge stock. of weP. whickh permit the Sovetu to
aswer calls for military eqslpment almost ino-
dlately. And with the weapons come Soviet dvi-
son. mainten.aceo and resupply.

A necrvd advatago is the Sovit program of active
measures or covert action ALl that need be said
and cn be said is that the program is vst.
sophisticted well-funded. and highly professional.
It incorporates the fall range of suckh tiuities.
including agents of inuence, plitical masipoation.
propaganda, forgeries and disioformation esplaita-
tion of instability, od suppot of insargencies.

A third adv.ntage is an agressive prvgram of
training for both military and ecurity fr-ces in host
cotiruis and in the Soviet Union itself.

A fourth advantge is the Soviets' opprtnitv to
make see of surrogte or prosy governments which
provid military forces. I Ethiopia and Ang ol the
CubIs help maintin the current governments in
p-er and at the same time are able to e.sure that
foreis hostile to the Soviet Union and Cubs do not
ihreoien scmpotheiir gooerrments. In Cantral
Amerira Cubs hay oried hiaragu- with older
Soviet ocapons and Nicorogu in turIn has beame an
enporter of revolttion and insurgene. Sarreoptes
minimi.e the cost and risks for the Sotiet Union of
involvement in Ihe Third World and *t the same time
les"" the "hvuves of the kind of dramatic ePyluaio"
thait the Soviets endured in 1972 in Egypt or the oss
of a sympathetic figre as in Chile in thI e rly
1920s.

tn sum. I beliuve lte must likely immediate threat from
the Soviet Union during the neut dlccde will hr the Soviets
eyPloitation of conomic. social nd politicul problems in the
Third norld to foster instability and that the arenal of tools
they have at their disposal makes them a formidaole adversary
in this revn as well at i ihe atroiegic military competition. It
is vot accidental trot their veo more actiun role in the Third
World began in th id-i9 rn md cvincuide with oar .oluion
from *itnnm. Thai mc ,ah..qiueni event- led lhe hovelt to
conclud that the Untid Staita avuld not cmoci.te militarily in
the Third ;iorld. Aa long aa th percive the riskt; of
confrontation with this country vo be mall. they oill not
hesitat to eyploit any oppartunities that present theims -es

The hoiets ala see an onoorantunitvo etyluit -it .er...
betue n this court- and our allies aca wil use every means at
their diuoasl to masnify those ditferencoa and to use them to
divide the hoyt. In the frorront of this has horn thIir DroCd

cfhot to aeruil the drvlovmont of (NF lihile it iS hIrd to
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qcatF ify the magvitde of that effort. I rev tell you that there
hew been ome et imates tha their omrpeigi to prevent
deployment of the enhaveed radiation wefpoo Iveutros bomb) in
the t1e t19On involved a covert pogrm ctig rp s as
mch as 5100 million.

A final word about the thret. I believe - will not xe
Wen Soviet ar-efion against so ally or Chilf or hra. for
these ae dremtie aetiOnS he Runans knom .ooId gplvanioc
the Wont. and gsne new lire to NATO end reprndnfs even in
the moo cntst-v cioa countries. No, the Soviet woy h., been
far more clever then Hitler's open aggresion. They strive to
void tcmed conflic twith imptant and militarily strong

adnernarien, at in 1939 and in 192. They w militry peon
ewatiouti y and most orten when they have overwhelming fern.
But they .d.anc where there is va m. twhe hostile forrn
tuw week or they insi-ste. th selve t gh cndetin
mens. They believe tine is on their nide. there in no need it
hunry. The frult will drop when it is ripe. And the
cirmonntaveen will uvtaly be wurfiviently ambiguous that their
rote nanot be proven to a ikeapticsl disbdieing Wst.

I have tketcewd ot a inittt and so *rxnv of ocopoim
cd ether intromente of foreig policy that gest that we
n a formidale adveary indeed, But it is an adversary with

weanesss and cutnertbilitie:

The Unitd Staten does out stand ane. The Soviet
Union rfer eLso a peWerfl NATO Allianee in the
ts'ff ond China in the East. The mulilarv night of
the United Statfe end its allies in great and growing
Strmnger. The econmic might and tevonlogiriel
prowsn of the United Slates d its sulim is
over-heIming.

The Sovit e!onomy is in trosble. There are signs
that the fatorief nay have trouble producing 11 of
the we"pans and equipment that the Soviet niiot.ry
touId like to obtain.

* th Sovit Union dePonds inportontly on imparts of
grdin. technology. and production techoiques from
the West.

The Soviet Union convot rely uyon its allies indeed.
revoIts over a geveration in Hungary. Pond. and
Coechoslovokia r ise questions of the reliability of
their forves for the Warsaw Pat. The inebdilit of
the Sooiet Union to bsorb these stetes iv. in itself.
evidenre of the fundamentl cultural and historical
covtrast betmeen Europe. of whbih they are pert.
and Run.i

The Soviet Union h.s little to offer developing
nations eiher in terms ot econoni- asiiatn or an
a model of on effetie economy.

Russin adviors. military and civiln. tend lo be
detsted in viutully every country in whili they are
hosted.

hI su . the Soviets tre not ten fret toll nd they to not
march in seven league boots. They h-ec prolIms and they
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have Iciserbilities, both or notch con he copivited. Sot they
a also niroible. petient And determined. Lenin once aid 'Tno
ireto forward. oe step bDk.v 'Dspite its gin,. vstnernbilities.
R-nia gre ovrtecentorme in lsst thin nay - probing
osiwerd. enplvitinig opportunitie arid the vlor1vabilities of its
enmies. nducing etbok (isome of then dranatiri hot always
reaserting the relentless presnsur This wes the pttersn of
Rustatn espensionism for centorie. end to it still recin.

Car
Will Duront once colcluted that io the Itt t3400 years of

recorded bistor. only 268 have seen Wo wr. The nionomenatf
onfirte in mY dory, aSi descried at the beginning, ere those,

between the emerging rcinilictons of thfe West with one-n.rPt of the relti-hoip between -s UWidivda and the State.
&Md the despotisms and haDris of the East with a
fundamentally different view of that ritattibnhip. And when
Ithwn Wet.er civiliatioco grew tired or lost their mill, or for,
whateve reasen olt demn their guard, destruction fllowed.
Edward Cbhovs modst in The Deline cd Fall of the Romas

E.ire nul s _n era tody. b omna were ignrorant
OT i eotevt of their dang arid the oumer of thelr enemie
Beyond the Rhine and the Daiss., the Nortlr cUntiso
Eroey and Ath were rued ith ihoumereble tibes of hunters
and shepherdS poor voraiou- and turbulent: old in atfm ard
impetient to ragethe fruits of induntry ... Th endless

column of horbaciass pressed on the Romav Empire with
accumuated weightt.v A th=oirnd years of Russisn hilstory -
end Mtarin-Levfinisw aSwell - whisper to the Soviet*naderbip that conflict is lIe,,it ate that the contest for
soeemacy i uxnding, that one side will win and the other will
lose, and that destiny or God or the forces of history will
enur Runsiot victory.

President Kennedy come 20 yesr ago obeved that me
were involved in a onug twilight strugie. We hove bom been in

that struggle for lust 35 years. Compare that if yowilt, with
the centuries i sioggle betwee Some and the harhrwn. the
two cd a hail cemury scuggle betworn Europe and the Atongof
horde, an the 200 year struggle ag o the Tuks It'salonstruggle that °°ihesrhl before a cod the Ruinins are booking
on the fart that oc lack the will to sutain the competition.

As A final thought, therefore. I would soggest to you that
the chief threat paed by the Soviet Union is nat neefarily in
the vastess of its military forces - though vast they arc sun

luke the harbtrins ffaring Rome. ivh etpensof rtnheir
asaut. The 'evdl-s columin of borbariana" is presing on. The
question of ineslilstie historical importanc a or strive both
to rouver the Soviet threst and to dimivish the d""grcs of
nlear conflict i5 whther we wilt remm-ber the origin dodvoice of the rovirsi. snd the lessons of history, that the whale

historica esperievre of-ur adversary tsache him that conflict
in contant and inevitable and tha eventoel victory in the
competition 1i Rusian' destiny and the j-tification for its
nylons of hadship and urf ice. And ve. depite our fondes
hopes to fulfil itai-h's prophsy, a11 of homan history - and
nesec all of R ian history - points to our need - nd the

need of -icvhiidrcn en chi hcude for snort as wellIa
plosthare . it it *ota farent of an ]tougether felicitou
future - Dt it is a forecast of a free one
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